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Abstract

The Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem has been widely used to reconstruct a
bandlimited signal from the set of its sampled values. In many practical
applications, noise is often contained in the obse¡ved samples. Given this situation,
the Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula is no longer suitable since it interpo-
lates noise. Although oversampling and filtering has been widely used as a tool
for improving the reconstruction accuracy of the Whittaker-Shannon reconstruction
scheme, this method has several limitations. Firstly, it uses large amount of bits for
representation of the original analog signal. Secondly, since a high sampling rate is
used, its realization requires costly high-speed electronic circuits. Finally, there is
the potential problem of increasing the correlation between successive samples as the
sampling rate increases, which leads to an unstable reconstruction.

The aim of this work is to develop ne\¡v' reconstruction schemes for recovering
signals from noisy data, which are more accurate and robust than the classical
Whittaker-Shannon interpolation scheme and the oversampling/filtering
reconstruction schemes proposed in the literature. In particularr we propose a class of
nonlinear reconstruction algorithms known as thresholding that does not
depend on oversampling for noise reduction. We also propose a new sampling scheme
that relies on thresholding to transform a sequence of uniformly-spaced samples to
a sequence of nonuniformly-spaced samples prior to transmission or storage. We
show that the proposed sampling scheme is more resistant to noise than the classical
uniform sampling scheme considered in the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem.
Moreover, in certain cases, the proposed sampling scheme requires a smaller number
of bits for representation and ¡econstruction of the original signal. As a result, it
provides a reduction in data storage. The proposed sampling and reconstruction
schemes have a potential application in designing signal acquisition and reconstruc-
tion systems operating in highly noisy environments. They also have a potential
application in speech acquisition and reconstruction.

As an alternative to oversampling, we propose a new technique that collects
multiple sets of sampled values acquired at the Nyquist sampling rate and uses
thresholding-based algorithms for recovering the signal. This technique gives
better reconstruction accuracy than the oversampling/frttering method, provided that
the same amount of bits is used to represent the signal. We also propose a thresholding-
based multi-channel sampling scheme, which not only offers better reconstruction
accuracy but requires smaller amount of bits for representation of the original signal
than the oversampling/filtering method. Since the proposed techniques do not use
oversampling, its realizations do not require costly high-speed electronic circuits and
can be used for acquisition of ultra wideband signals. It also avoids the problem of
high correlation between successive samples encountered in the oversampling/filtering
method. The proposed techniques have potential applications in multi-channel com-
munication and multi-sensor information svstems.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

Most real-world signals, such as voices, sounds, video and scientific signals are

"analog" in nature. That is, they vary continuously over time or space. In many

practical applications such as digital storage, digital audio/video, digital communica-

tions and digital signal processing, we want to store, transmit or process these signals

digitally. This can be implemented through a process of sampling, discrete-time

processing and subsequent reconstruction of continuous-time signals. Here, sampling

is the process of recording sampled values r(t¡) of. a signal r(t) at time instants ú¡.

Reconstruction is the process of reproducing the signal z(ú) from a set of its sampled

values {"(¿o)}. Sampling and reconstruction are integral parts of every digital system

nowadays.

The simplest and most widely-used sampling strategy is uniform sampling, where

sampled values r(t¡) are acquired at equally-spaced instants tx: kr, where r is the

sampling period. The sampling process is generally not invertible, i.e., given a set of

sampled values {r(úr)}, it is not possìble in general to reconstruct the signal z(ú). This

is due to the fact that many continuous-time signals can have the same set of sampled

values. However, by restricting the class of input signals to the sampler, the ambiguity



can be removed. For the class of bandlimited signals, the Whittaker-Shannon (W-

S) sampling theorem says that a signal ø(ú) can be reconstructed exactly from the

sequence of its uniformly-spaced samples {r(kr)}, provided that r is sufficiently small

lr,2).

The W-S sampling theorem considers the case when the sampled values of a

signal r(t) are available for signal reconstruction without any distortions. However,

in practical applications, due to imperfect data acquisition devices, physical damages

in storage medium and/or transmission errors, the data available for signal recon-

struction is not the sampled values of the original signal but its noisy version. Given

this situation, the classical W-S reconstruction scheme is no longer optimal. In fact,

it has been pointed out in [3] thai the W-S reconstruction scheme does not have a

noise-diminishing property, yielding a diverged reconstruction.

Several reconstruction methods incorporating some smoothing schemes were

proposed in order to overcome this problem [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, B]. For instance, moving

average filtering and exponential weighting algorithms were proposed for smoothing

the noisy data prior to reconstruction [4, z]. on other hand, in [5, 6, B], noise ¡educ-

tion was obtained by using oversampling and post-filtering. Since these methods rely

on the use of a high sampling rate for noise removal, its realizations require costly

high-speed electronic circuits. There also exists the potentiaì problem of increasing

the co¡relation between successive samples as the sampling rate increases, which leads

to an unstable reconst¡uction.

In this thesis, a class of nonlinear algorithms for sarnpling and recovering signals

from noisy data without oversampling is proposed. It is shown that the proposed

techniques are more accurate and robust than the standard W-S interpolation scheme



as u¡ell as the other oversampling/filtering reconstruction schemes. The detailed

theoretical performance analysis and simulation of the proposed sampling and

reconstruction schemes are presented in the thesis.

1.1 Background

Consider continuous-time signals which can be modelled by the mathematical set

B L(q which represents the space of all finite energy functions bandlimited to f) < oo.

Mathematically, BL(Q) is the space of all functions z(ú) which can be expressed as

follows:

r(t): ! f x(u)ei'rd.a
¿7r J _n

(1.1)

where x(r), the Fourier transform of. r(t), is square integrable over [-f),fl], and is

zero outside the finite interval [-f),f)], i.e., X(u):0 fo¡ lrl > f¿. The finite number

f) is called the bandwidth of the signal.

The set of all bandlimited functions is quite large and is rich enough to model many

signals of practical engineering interest. This is because most real-world signals have

some effective bandwidth, i.e., above some frequency they contain very little energy.

For example, speech signals can be well modelled as bandlimited functions whose

bandwidth is 4 KHz and audio signals can be well modelled as bandlimited functions

whose bandwidth is 20 KHz [9]. This bandlimited assumption is often used when

dealing with analog signals, though in recent years some work has been done in the

area of sampling and reconstruction of non-bandlimited functions which lie in shift-

invariant subspaces or wavelet subspaces [10, 11, 12,13,14] . However, in this thesis,

only bandlimited signals are considered.

The W-S sampling theorem says that every r(ú) e BL(O) can be reconstructed



exactly from the set of its sarnpled values {r(kr)}, k:0, +I,+2,... *oo, by:

r(t):,i "1*'; ,t"" (: - k) ,

À:-æ

t(t):,àr- 
"* (i - u)

(1.2)

provided that r 1rf Q, where sinc(ú) : sin(nt)/rt.

A number of properties and extensions of (1.2) have been given in the signal

processing and Fourier analysis literature. In particular, truncation, aliasing,

location (jitter), amplitude errors of the W-S interpolation series have been examined.

Fbrthermore, generalizations to multiple dimensions, random signals, not necessarily

bandlimited signals, missing data, wavelet subspaces and irregular sampling have been

proposed. The reader is referred to [5, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18] for an extensive overview of

the theory and applications of (1.2) and its extensions.

In this thesis, the statistical aspects of the W-S sampling theorem are considered,

i'e., the statistical analysis of (1.2) when only a finite record of noisy data is available

for signal reconstruction. Specifically, the following observation model is assumed:

Ax:r(ltr) *er- rk+€kj lkl<n, (1.3)

where {e¡} is an additive noise process. It is assumed further that e¡ are independent

random variables with zero mean and variance ø2.

The classical w-s interpolation scheme would replace {r(kr)} in (1.2) bv {an}

yielding the following estimate:

(1.4)

The mean integrated squared error (MISE) is used as a measure of performance of

ã(ú) and other estimates examined in the thesis.

M I sl(r) + n l* f,Q) - r(t))zdt (1 .5)



MISE can be decomposed into the integrated variance (IVAR) and integrated bias

(IBIAS) components as follows.

MISE(I): IVAR(r) + rBrAS(r) (1.6)

where,

IV AR(r) + ø l* f,(t) - Er¡))2dt (1.7)

and,

rBrAS(t) + 
l_* ør(t) - r(t))zdt

The terms IBIAS(l) describes the truncation error, whereas

existence of random error in the observed samples.

It was shown in [3] that:

M I SE(I) : rt2(2n+ 1) + " Ð "7
lkl>n

IVAR(I):ro2(2n+I)

IBIAS(r) :, Ð "'r

(1.8)

IVAR@) reflects the

(1.e)

(1.10)

(1.11)

lkl>n

Thus, for any r, IBIAS(ã) approaches zero, b:ut IVAR(ã) approaches infinity as

n --+ æ. This drawback of ã(ú) is due to the fact that ã(ú) is an interpolation scheme,

i.e.,l(kr): g¿. Therefore, it retains random errors presented in the data.

Several reconstruction rnethods incorporating some smoothing schemes were

proposed in order to overcome this problem [J,4,5,6, 7, 8] . For instance,

local smoothing schemes based on moving average filtering and exponential weighting

algorithms have been proposed for smoothing the noisy data prior to reconstruction

14,71. A global smoothing scheme based on oversampling and post-filtering has been

also proposed [6, B]. Note that these reconstruction schemes are linear and they rely

on oversampling for noise removal.



In this thesis, new techniques are developed for reconstruction of signals from

noisy data that do not require oversampling, i.€., the signal is sampled at the Nyquist

sampling rate. Specificall¡ it is shown that the nonlinear signal processing algorithm

known as thresholding is an effective tool to deal with the problem of recovering signals

from noisy data. The proposed sampling and reconstruction schemes are distinguished

from those presented in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] in the sense that they are nonlinear and they

do not rely on oversampling for noise removal.

A class of sampling and reconstruction schemes are also proposed that utilize

multiple observations and thresholding-based algorithms for recovering the signals.

These techniques reduce the reconstruction error of the thresholding-based sampling

and reconstruction schemes mentioned above. They also give better reconstruction

accuracy than the oversampling/filtering methods, and in certain cases, reduce the

amount of bits for representing and reconstructing the original signal.

In summary, the contributions of the thesis are listed below:

r Development of a nev/ signal reconstruction scheme based on thresholding

¡ Development of a new signal reconstruction scheme based on adaptive

thresholding

o Development of a thresholding-based sampling scheme that takes into account

the effect of noise

o Development of a new sampling and reconstruction scheme based on multiple

observations and thresholding

o Development of a thresholding-based multi-channel sampling scheme

o Error analysis of the above mentioned sampling and reconstruction schemes



L.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the problem of signal sampling

and reconstruction, emphasizing signal reconstruction from noisy data is discussed.

Chapter 3 and 4 introduce two new reconstruction schemes for recovering signals

from noisy data without oversampling. The accuracy of the proposed reconstruc-

tion schemes is evaluated analytically and experimentally. Extending the results of

Chapter 3, in Chapter 5, a new sampling scheme that takes into account the efiect

of noise is developed. Performance of this sampling scheme is studied analytically

and experimentally. In Chapter 6, a new sampling and reconstruction scheme is pre-

sented which is based on multiple observations and thresholding. The theoretical

performance analysis of the proposed scheme is also presented. Chapter 7 extends

the results of Chapter 5 and introduces a thresholding-based multi-channel sampling

scheme. The error analysis of this sampling scheme is also presented.. Chapter B is

conclusions and suggests further research.



Chapter 2

Signal Sampling and

Reconstruction

2.L The \Mhittaker-Shannon Sampling Theorem and

Its Extensions

The sampling theorem first introduced to the engineering community in [2] is one of

the most useful tools in the analysis of signals and thei¡ processing. It is a fundamental

result that allows continuous-time signals to be processed digitally. It also provid.es

the mean by which continuous-time signals can be reconstructed from their sampled

values. The reconstruction formula that complements the sampling theorem is the

formula (1.2) presented in the previous chapter. The theorem has been frequently

referred to as the W-S sampling theorem in the signal processing literature because it

was originated by J. M. Whittaker [1]. In the mathematical literature, (1.2) is known

as the cardinal series expansion. Since its introduction, the W-S sampling theorem

has been extended in many directions. A review of important developments is given



in this section.

Non-Uniform Sampling

The first important extension of the W-S sampling theorem is irregular (or non-

uniform) sampling, where the samples z(ú¡) of a continuous-time signal x(t) are

acquired at non-equal intervals, i.e., t¡" * k . Non-uniform sampling appears in a

number of practical applications. Some of examples are [i8]:

o Non-uniform sampling is done intentionally for better representation of signals

o Missing data due to channel erasures (packets loss) or damages on physical

storage mediums

o Uniform sampling with jitter

o Data read from and recorded on a tape or disk with speed fluctuations

o Data measured in a moving vehicle with fluctuations in speech

¡ Data tracked in digital flight control

For non-uniform sampling, the critical question to ask is how to select the set

of sampling instants {ú¡} and the interpolating function so that the continuous-time

signal z(r) can be reconstructed uniquely from {ø(¿r)}. In [1g], yen considered the

case when the sampling points are divided into N groups. Each group has a recurrent

period of Nl2W, where W is the maximum frequency of the bandlimited function

z(ú). He gave a fo¡mula for exactly recovering function z(t) from its sampled values

at t : tt + m#; ïn : 0,tI,+2,...; k : 1,2,. .. , ly'. In [20], Beutler proved that a

bandlimited signal r(t) can be represented by any linear combination of irregularly

spaced samples r(ú¡), provided that the average sampling rate exceeds the Nyquist



rate, i.e., the number of samples per a unit of time exceed (on average)

highest frequency of the signal. In [16], Jerri quoted Brown's cond.ition on

uniform sampling set {ú¡} which allows a bandlimited function z(i) to be

determined from its samples r(t¡") l:y:

r(t): i r(t¡)e¡Q)
À:-co

where, pr(ú) is a Lagrange interpolating function defined below [21]:

G(t)

twice the

the non-

uniquely

(2.1)

(2.4)

px(t) :
Gt(tk)(t - tk)

(2.2)

and,

G(z):,{I (, - i) (2.3)

The condition on the sampling set {ú¡} is that {ei'tr¡ is a complete basis for the

bandlimited signaÌ in the frequency domain, i.e., any signals bandlimited to {l can be

represented in the frequency domain as:

x(a): î "*",,ru, lrl < f^¿

k:-oo

An example of the sampling set {ú¡} that satisfles the above condition is [22]:

It¡,-krnl<d<I

where, ro : r f Çl is the Nyquist sampling period. This result was known as the

Kadec theorem. Note that the uniform sampling set considered in the W-S sampling

theorem is a special case of (2.4) when d,:0.

References [13, 18] have a complete review and discussion on non-uniform sampling

and its applications.

Papoulis's Generalization of the Sampling Theorem

l0



Another important extension of the w-S sampling theorem is papoulis's

generalization of the sampling theorem. In [23], Papoulis proved that a band-limited

signal can be reconstructed exactly from the output samples of l/ filters sampled at

7lN'n the Nyquist rate. He also gave examples showing that Yen's bunched sampling

expansion [19] and signal-derivative sampling expansion [2, 24) are special cases of

his generalized sampling theorem.

Sampling in Shift-Invariance Signal Spaces

The W-S sampling theorem is only applicable for reconstruction of the signals

in bandlimited signal space. Recently, thanks in part to the recent developments in

wavelet theory, the sampling theorem has been revisited and some important con-

nections between the sampling theorem and wavelet theory has been established.

Researchers have developed more general formulations of the sampling theorem that

turn out to be quite practical from point of view of implementation. For instance,

the W-S sampling theorem has been generalized to the shift-invariant signal spaces.

The shift-invariant signal spaces are defined as follows [2b].

v(ç):{r'r,rl : 
Ð,c@)e(t- 

-)} (2.5)

where c(k) e 12 and cp(i) is a known function.

The name "shift-invariant spaces" comes from the fact that if r(t) e z(rp), then

t(t - l) e V(p) for an arbitrary integer l. Signals that belong to shift-invariant

signal spaces are not necessary bandlimited, but retain a certain structu¡e that can

be explored to design signal acquisition and reconstruction units [11]. These signal

spaces may be more suitable for modeling the real-world signals than the bandlimited

signal model since we have the freedom of choosing a suitable generating function rp(ú)

for a practical problem [13].

11



Reconstruction Filter
q(t)

Pre-filter
h(t) = QÇt)

Figure 2.1: Signal sampling and reconstruction in shift-invariance signal space

For z(ú) e L2,the least squared approximation of r(i) in v(Q isgiven by [11],[26]:

1(t) : Pyr: I (", Ø*)p(t - k)
kev,

(2.6)

where {Ør}r . u is the dual basis of {ço}u u u and is determined by the

biorthogonality condition:

(Ør,Pù : 6r_l

Tlre dual basis þ¡ belongs to V(Q and is unique. It also inherits the translation-

inva¡iant structure of the basic functions i.e. øk: ø(t - k).

If r(ú) e V(ç), then (2.6) is the exact representation of r(t), i.e.

r(t): I (",Øo)p(t-k), V r e V(e)
frtL

(2.7)

Interestingly, due to the shift-invariant nature of the basis function and its dual, (2.6)

can be simply implemented using a pre-filter, a sampler and a post-filter (reconstruc-

tion filter) as in Figure 2.1. The similarity between the model of Figure 2.1 with

the traditional w-s sampling paradigm has been pointed out in 111]. Indeed, the

traditional W-S sampling paradigm with an ideal anti-aliasing filter (ideal low-pass

filter) following by a sampler and an ideal reconstruction frlter (ideal low-pass

filter) yields the approximation îBr(t): Pvr, where V is the space of band-limited

functions. In other words, îpút) is the approximation of x(t) e Lz in the space of

bandlimited functions with minimum mean squared error.

12



In summary, the advantages of representing -L2 signals (non-bandlimited signals)

in shift-variant signal spaces are:

. Easy to implement. The procedure can be implemented in the similar

manner with the traditional W-S sampling paradigm with an anti-aliasing fi]ter,

following by a sampler and a reconstruction filter.

o Flexibility to choose the pre-filter and ¡econstruction fiìter to fit with a

particular application.

2.2 Error Analysis in Sampling Theory

When the W-S sampling theorem is utilized in practice, various sources of error may

arise. This includes truncat'ion error dtte to a finite number of samples available for

signal reconstruction, alr'aszng error dtte to violation of bandlimited condition required

by the W-S sampling theorem, ji,tter error dre to jitter in the recording times kr,

and round-off or ampli'tude error due to the uncertainty in measuring the magnitude

of the signal's samples.

Tbuncation Error

Recall from (1.2) that the exact reconstruction of the original bandlimited signal

requires the availability of an infinite number of samples. In practice, however, only

a finite number of samples is available since the signal is often measured in a finite

inte¡val. The truncated version of the w-s sampling expansion in (1.2) is shown

below:

x.(t):irtrrl.sincfl
k:-n \f

-k) ,

13



Many authors have established the upper bounds on the truncation error of the W-S

sampling expansion, see [16, 27,28,29] and the ¡eferences cited herein. However, it

is still unclear which bound is the best one in term of its tightness. For reference, the

bound established in [27] is given:

The truncation error is defined as [tA, ZZI:

eA(t):ta(t)-t(t)

It was shown in [27] that ea(t) is upper bounded by:

l"¡(t)la 3lsinø"ú1,
¿'|f

e^(t) : r(t) - r.(t) : I z(A.r) ."in (! - k) ,

lÉ. \7 /
(2.8)

1

n,r-L (2.s)

(2.10)

(2.rr)

(2.12)

æ ¡ l/2;

oÐ,"'*''l )
where u" : 1r /T.

Aliasing Error

Another source of error is the aliasing error. It appears in practice when the

signal's bandwidth is not known a priori or when the sampling frequency must be set

smaller than the Nyquist sampling frequency due to limitation of electronic circuits

or data storage capacity. Suppose that the sampled signal r(ú) is bandlimited to f,)

with sampling frequency as: rlr < f) and the W-S sampling theorem is applied to

form the following signal:

oo

ra(t):_ä,,*", ,t"" (i - Æ) ,

The aliasing error is defined as follows [27]:

where, B : /å lEa(u)lda, and En(a) is the Fourier transform of ea(t). clearly,

e¿(t) is small if B is small, or equivalently, the portion of the spectrum of x(t) above

t4



ø" is small. In [30], Brown showed that the aliasing error can be reduced by using a

pre-filter, which is the ideal low-pass filter with cut-off frequency equal to the highest

frequency of the signal, prior to the sampler. It is interesting to note that the aliasing

error can be avoided under certain conditions and when non-uniform sampling is used

[31, 32].

Jitter Error

The jitter error occurs when signal's samples are taken near but not exactly at the

desired sample locations. In 1271, Papoulis considered the problem of reconstruction

of a band-limited signal r(ú) from the set of sampled varues {r(kr - pr)}, where

p,¡ are known jitter offsets of kz. He proposed a method that transforms r(ú) into

another function g(ú') such that the nonuniform samples at tk: k, - t"r of z(ú) are

mapped into uniforrn samples ãL tt¡ : kr of. g(t'), i.e, r(kr - pn) : g(k") His method

involves the transformation of time variabres as t' : Í(t). consequently, g(t,) can

be reconstructed from g(kr) if g(ú') is bandlimited and z(i) can be found from 9(ú,)

if the transformation of time variables is one-to-one. Since g(t') is not bandlimited

in general, the reconstruction is not exact. However, the reconstruction error can be

neglected if the jitter offsets p,¡" are small. The reconstruction formula is:

r(t) : s(f (t))= Ë r(kr -¡,¡) .sinc (ry - -)*:-L \7 /

-Æ) ,

(2.13)

Amplitude Error

The amplitude error appears when the measured samples are different from the

samples of the original signal. LeN y(kr) be the measuring sampled values and e¡ :

A(kr) - t(kr) be the measuring errors. Consider the following reconstructed signal:

",(¿): Ë
't:-æ

a@ò '"in" (!
\7

15

(2.14)



The amplitude error is defined as l27l:

Papoulis showed in l27l that when €¿ âr€ uncorrelated random variables with the

same mean ¡L' arrd variance o2, e,(t) is a wide-sense stationary process with mean and

auto-covariance given by:

e,(t) : r(t) - r,(t) :_ä r- ,t". (: - k) ,

E[e,(t)) : ¡1

R(A¿) : o2 .sincl!¡

lr@l2at < cI l,ftn)|,
k

Since the estimate r,(t) in (2.I4) interpolates noise, it does not have noise-diminishing

property, yielding a reconstruction that diverges [3]. In order to overcome this prob-

Iem, a certain degree of data smoothing must be incorporated. This problem is studied

in detail in section 2.4.

Stability or Well-Posedness

Since the amplitude error always occurs in practice, an important issue that

must be addressed is the stability (or well-posedness) of sampling and reconstruc-

tion schemes. Here, a sampling and reconstruction scheme is considered stable if a

small er¡or in reading the sampled values produces only a small error in the recovered

signal [33]. A class of bandlimited functions possesses a stable sampling expansion

with respect to the sampling sequence {¿k}, if there exists a positive finite absolute

constant C such that [33]:

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.r7)

(2.18)

For example, a sampling sequence {t¡} that satisfies (2.4) gtarantees the stability of

the sampling expansion given in (2.1). since the uniform sampling sequence {tx : t r}

is a special case of (2.4), the W-S sampling expansion is stable with respect to the

16



sampling sequence {t¡ : kr}, provided that r < ir /Q. It was shown in [34] that stable

sampling can not be performed at a rate lower than the Nyquist rate, regardless of

the location of sampling instants and method of reconstruction.

A sampling and reconstruction scheme, which is not stable, is called ill-posed [5].

Such a sampling and reconstruction scheme should be avoided in the practice. In

[3S], Cheung and Marl<s showed that a sufficient condition for a sampling expan-

sion to be ill-posed is that there exists an interpolating function with infinite energy.

An example of ill-posed sampling and reconstruction scheme is the signal-derivative

sampling expansion [36]. In [37], Brown considered the well-posedness of the

Papoulis's generalized sampling expansion. He proved that the condition for well-

posedness of this sampling expansion is that all interpolating functions are square-

integrable. As an example, he showed that the non-uniform sampling expansion

proposed by Yen in [19] is well-posed.

Many studies have used the concept of stable sampling to measure the sensitivity

of sampling and reconstruction schemes with respect to measurement errors [5, BB, 39,

40]. The measurement errors considered in those studies are deterministic in nature.

In this thesis, however, random errors are considered.

2.3 Signal Reconstruction from Noisy Data

In many practical applications, noise is often contained in the observed samples. For

instance, measurement, quantization and/or communication channel noises are poten-

tial noise sources. Given this situation, the degradation in reconstruction accuracy of

the signal recovering algorithms primarily developed for the noiseless case have been

reported. Some authors have studied the behavior of the reconstruction error when

17



random noise is taken into account.

In [41], the authors considered the class of bandlimited signals bounded by M,

which can be represented as:

(2.1e)

where G(ø) is of bounded variation.

For this signal class, there exists a function d(ú) so that a signal z(ú) can be

reconstructed perfectly from its regularly spaced samples by:

r(t): i rçr,|rft-kr)
À=-co

providedthatr<nlQ.

In this study, an observation model similar to (1.3) was assumed:

g¡: r(kr) t e¡", lkl < "
where €¡, ã'|e uncorrelated zero-rnean additive noise samples having variance ø2.

The authors studied the reconstruction error of the following signal recovery

scheme, which is used to estimate r(ú) in the interval ltl < r 12.

1(t): f uno(t-nfl (2.20)
k:-n

The reconstruction error \ryas defined as follows:

e(t): r(t) -î(t): e.(t) + er(t) (2.21)

where, e.(t) Ði:_.e¡?(t - kr) was called channel error and "r(t) 
:

: Ð¡r¡>, r(kr)0(t - ,kr) was called the truncation error.

The reconstruction mean-square error is:

Ele(t)|'z : o' Ð o'þ - kr) + ["r(t)]'
k=-n

r(t): 
f"n",*aclr)

18



When using the self-truncating filter class given below for signal reconstruction

lt tt\

where m in any nonnegative integer (The rn : 0 case is the W-S sampling threorem),

the following upper bound of Ele(t)12 was found:

Ete(t)tz < M2( 
"" i)' hl*]'^ *o,( 

[' - år--,,',] [r-"" "T)*"""7)
(2.23)

The first term in the RHS of (2.23) is the upper bound of le7(t)12, whereas the second

term is the upper bound of Ele"(t)1z. For a given n and d, there exists the optimal

m that minimizes Ele(t)12.

In [42), the problem of reconstructing a finite-duration finite-energy (FDFE) signal

that has been band limited and sampled was considered. An interpolation formula

was derived that permits perfect signal reconstruction in the noiseless case) provided

only that the sampling frequency exceeds the cut-off frequency of the band-limiting

filter (i.e. one-half the Nyquist sampìing rate). The degradation introduced by

measurement noise on the samples was evaluated. The same observation model as

assumed in (1.3) was considered.

specifically, the author considered the class of signals defined berow:

r(t) : r(t)rect(tlT)

'ft\ 
:sinf¿ú(1 - d) . fsin[ôt¿¿l(r - d)rn]l -

CI¿(1 - d) | 6atl0 - 6)^ j

(2.24)

with ,Ðo : I:lirr2(t)dt < æ.

The signal z(t) is passed through an ideal low-pass filter having cut-off frequency

/". The output of the filter is:

z(t) : 
ll!,,"r^r, f " 

. sincl2 f .(¿ - À)ldÀ
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The observed quantity r¡/as assumed to be the noisy samples Ar : z(lç) * e¡ of

z(ú), where e¡ denotes additive noise samples and f ": I/r is the sampling rate.

only requiring "f" < "f" < 2f" (i.e. the sampling frequency is smaller than the

Nyquist rate required by the W-S sampling theorem), the author introduced the

following interpolation formula for recovering r(ú) from gr¡:

.ò/oo

1¡¡(t): "t t axót(kr)S¿(t), ltl <rl2 e.25)
i:0 È:-co

where{do}itacompleteorthogonalsetovertheinterval (-Tl2,T/2),whichischosen

to be the solutions to the integral equation:

rT/2

I ón@)2,fi .sinc[2fi (t - )]au : À¿ó¿(t)
J-T/2

where,

The solution to the

lr"-r" if f"<r"<2f.
Jt: \

I t ir f">2f..
above equation are given by:

ó¡(c,t): [r,,(, #)] /",ro

À¿ (c) : (Zc I r)[R].u(", I)l'

where

ru,(")t' : l:::,1*,(", uir))'"
The function So¿(c,tla) is the angular prolate spheroidal wave function; Ãlo(c,1) is

the radial prolate spheroidal wave function; and c : r ftT.

The reconstruction error was found to be:

I fTl2 oN

+l_ E[ez*(t)]dt:+t-: e26)'L', J _r/z L /! \ /r T L: À¿(c)



Figure 2.2: A system for digital transmission of analog waveforms

where,
Næ

eN(t) : 't I e¡,þ¿(kr)þ¿(t), ltl < rl2
i:0 É:-co

In [43], the reconstruction error in digital transmission of analog signals was

investigated. The system illustrated in Figure 2.2 was considered. The signal was

assumed to be a sample function of a random process) which is represented as follows.

^tt\ D,ooôo(t) (2.27)nru, - ,u:,

where o,¡" are the generalized Fourier coefficients and {dr(¿)} is an arbitrary set of

orthogonal (over time interval 1) basic functions.

The mean-integral-square error between the original signal qt) and the

reconstructed signal r,(t) was defined as:

(2.28)

In this study, three sources of error were taken into account: approximation error el

incurred by representing the waveform by a finite number of samples; quantization

error ef incurred by quantizing samples and channel error el due to an incorrect

decision made at the receiver. It was shown that when the quantization is optimally

performed, the reconstruction error can be expressed as the summation of the above

e2: E 
l,r"al -îft))2dt

2I



mentioned errors) each of them is independent from the others, i.e.

'2 '+ rf,+ r!c -c¿ (2.2s)

whele,

€Z: E |,lÐalóx(t)- åu-r-, 
a] a': øfø;-a,*),

In [5], a detailed noise sensitivity analysis of the W-S interpolation formula and

other sampling schemes was presented. The author pointed out that oversampling

can reduce the interpolation noise variance by allowing suppression of high frequency

noise components. Interestingly, he also suggested that there may exist an optimal

sarnpling rate that minimizes the overall mean square error, which is the summation

of t¡uncation error and the error due to noisy data. More recent studies that address

the noise sensitivity of various sampling schemes are [38, gg, 44, 45].

Finally, let us conclude this section by saying that even though the importance

of the problem of signal sampling and recovering in the presence of noise is obvious,

this problem has not been received much attention in the signal processing literature.

Very few studies have considered this problem as the main subject. Rather, it was

considered as a mino¡ subject to the sampling results derived under the noise-free

assumption. The studies that are reviewed in the next section are, in the author,s

opinion, the only ones that consider this problem seriously. Very often, a signal

representation which is exact for the noise-free case will not work for the noisy case,

and over-modelling of signals results in lack of robustness.

,,": E 
[,1"u, 

_ f,"oro(a) at

uZ: E 
|,lÐaxót,',Q) å 

rri--ur)'or: uÉr,- - o'r),
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2.4 Signal Reconstruction from Noisy Data with

Smoothing Corrections

The preceding section has reviewed studies that address the problem of signal recon-

struction from noisy data. It was clear that degradation in reconstruction accuracy

is noticed when noise is taken into account. Nevertheless) no specific methods have

been proposed to improve the reconstruction accuracy. Recent studies have shown

that the reconstruction accuracy of the classical W-S interpolation scheme can be

improved by incorporating some smoothing schemes [J,4, b, 6, z, B]. In these studies,

the observation model of (1.3) was assumed:

An : r(ltr) * €¡ : r¡" i €¡, lkl S n,

where r(lcr) arc sampled values of the signal and e¡ are noise's samples.

In this section, the results reported in these studies are reviewed.

2.4-L signal Reconstruction by Data smoothing and Inter-

polation

In [4], the following reconstruction scheme \¡/as proposed for improving the accuracy

of the standard W-S interpolation scheme in (1.4) when noise is taken into account:

(2.30)

where,

ùu: Ð w¿Ak-¿, Æ : 0, +I,+2,..., tN (2.31)
ltsM

Here, {u.,¿} is a set of weights satisfying Ðr.rrlu,¿: I. Note that parameters M and

A/ are related to each other by M + N: n. The block diagram of this reconstruction

ñ(t) : Ð ,r '*" (i - *)
lÉl<N

qD
L¿



scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Consider the simplest case where uniform weights w¿: I/(2M * 1) are chosen.

with this choice of weights, {ùo} i. the moving average (MA) of {g*}. It has been

shown that:

IV AR(ö\ : ,o'2N + I
2M+I

Since ffi < (2, + 7), IVAR(Ð < IVAË(ã). Here, IVAR(í) is the IVAR of the

standard W-S interpolation scheme defined in (1.a). The equality holds for M : 0.

In this case, ã(ú) and ã(ú) are identical. IV AR(ö) can be reduced by increasing M.

However, this results in inc¡easin g I B I AS (ù) . Therefore, there exists the optimum M

for which M I S E(ö) is minimum. This optimum M was not found in [4]. Nevertheless,

the provided simulation results confirmed the existence of the optimum M.

For general weights, one can show that:

(2.32)

(2.33)IVAR(ö): ro2(2N + I) Ð u?
lil<M

There is still an open problem on finding the optimum weights to¿ so that Ð¡iß^a.?

is minimum under certain constraints. More detailed discussion on that issue can be

found in [a].

The convergent property of this reconstruction scheme was also studied in [4]. It

was shown in this paper that õ(ú) converges to r(t) if r depends on r¿ in such a \Ã¡ay

thatnr,- -i oo and rn+0 as 7¿ ---+ oo. Interestingly, there exists the optimal r, that

Figure 2.3: signal reconstruction by data smoothing and interpolation
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minimizes MISE@).

2.4.2 Signal Reconstruction by Oversampling and Post-Filtering

in [B], the reconstruction scheme of the following type was proposed:

(2.34)

where, r 1rn: TIQ and h(t) is the impulse response of the post-filter. The block

diagram of this reconstruction scheme is illust¡ated in Figure 2.4.

Since z(ú) is bandlimited to f), the post-filter should be selected to be an ideal

low-pass filter with cutoff frequency f), i.e., its impulse response is given by

h(t): r;rsirc(tf rr). With this choice of h(t), one has the following estimate:

t(t) :,Ð.,*r- .t* (: - r) . nu,

È(t): 
;,Ð_,*s¡.sinc (+- r+) (2.35)

It can be shown that:

IV AR(t) : ,o'(2, + Ð; (2.36)

When r : rqt IV AR(ù) : IV AR(I) and noise reduction can not be achieved. There-

fore, the reconstruction scheme in (2.35) relies on oversampling for noise removal.

Flom (2.36) and (1.10), one has:

IVAR(r) r,, _ .

IvAR(r) r -

Figure 2.4: Signal reconstruction by oversampling and post-filtering

(2.37)
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Thus, the reconstruction scheme in (2.35) reduces the IVAR of the W-S interpolation

scheme in (1.a) by a factor equal to oversampling factor (OSF) ro/r.

The convergent property of this reconstruction scheme was also studied in [B]. It

was shown in this paper that å(ú) converges to n(t) if z depends on ?? in such a way

that nrn ---+ oo and Tn + 0 aß n ---+ oo. Interestingly, there exists an optimal rn that

minimizes MISE(ù).

The estimate i(t) in (2.35) and å(ú) in (2.30) are similar in the sense that they

rely on oversampling and smoothing for noise reduction. The difference between

these two estimates is that the estimat e tçt¡ is a global smoothing scheme, whereas

the estimate ã(ú) is a local smoothing scheme. The performance and the convergent

properties of these estimates were compared in [46]. It was concluded that for the

class of band-limited signals the estimat u t'çt¡ gives better reconstruction accuracy

than the estimate õ(ú).

2.4.3 Signal Reconstruction via Orthogonal Expansion

It is well-known that (1.2) can be re-written as following:

r(t): I c¡s¡(ú)
lc: -co

,o: I ll,rtl,-tt)at

(2.3s)

where,

(2.3e)

and s¡(ú) : sinc(tlh - k), k : 0,tr,r2,... defines the orthogonar and complete

system in BL(fl) if ¿ < n/Í^1. Note that å-1 is called the reconstruction rate and is

different from sampling rate r-1.

Using the above interpretation of the classical W-S interpolation formula, the
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following reconstruction scheme was proposed in [3].

i(t): ! e¡s¡(t)
lÈlsN

where

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.44)

(2.45)

_1
n ui fo sn(z)dz

lil<n

and A¡: ((2j - 1)12)r,(zj - t)lz)r).

Hence, the estimate i(ú) relies on (2.38) with c¡ replaced by the piecewise constant

approximation of integral l[ r(t)sn1t)dt and with the truncation of the series in

(2.38). The integral [o s¡(z)dz in (2.4I) can be evaluated numerically. The simplest

strategy is to use a middle point approximation, i.e. to replace ï¡, sn(z)dzby rs¡,(jr).

This yields the following estimate of r(t):

where,

¿o : 1l u,'n(lr) (2.43)
UlSn

In order to transform the estimates r(ú) in (2.40) and i(ú) in (2. 2) into implementable

forms, re-write (2.4I) and (2.43) as follows:

i(t): I e¡s¡1r;
lÆl<¡/

eo: L,.¡a¡
l¡l<.

where, weights wi in (2.44) are computed as follows:

,i:lfosx(z)d."

ðo: L r¡a¡
Ul3n

and,
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Figure 2.5: Signal reconstruction via orthogonal expansion

where, weights w¡ in (2.46) are computed as follows;

w¡ : f,s¡(ir) (2.47)

Now, the estimates r(ú) in (2.40) and ö(ú) in (2.a\ can be implemented in a similar

manner as the estimate ã(ú) in (2.30), see Figure 2.b.

It was shown in [3] that:

where,

And,

where,

var(c¿) - o2h-2 

^rÐ*(l^,rr(")or)

IVAR(r): h D var(a¡)
lÈl<N

IVAR(i) : h Ð var(c1)

lfrl<N

t¿

var(ð¡) - "'bÐ t'*Url

(2.48)

(2.4s)

(2.50)

(2.51)

Ulln

The convergence of the estimates r(ú) and ä(ú) requires that r depend on n in such

a way that nrn --+ oo and rn ---+ 0 as n ---+ æ. It was also pointed out that both

estimates attain the same asymptotic rate of convergence even though the tighter

upper bound on MISE of i(t) has been derived. Interestingly, there exists optimum

values of rn and,^/ that minimize the upper bound of MISE(i) and MISE(ä). More

detailed discussion on these estimates and thei¡ properties can be found in [3].
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Chapter 3

Signal Reconstruction by

Thresholditrg

3.1 fntroduction

In this chapter, we introduce a modification of the W-S interpolation formula to deal

with noisy data, i.e., v/e assume the observation model of equation (1.3). Recall that

tlre signal reconstruction methods discussed in Section 2.4 of the previous chapter

require oversampling for noise reduction. Therefore, these methods are not suitable

for some practical applications where the use of a high sampling frequency is not

allowed. in this chapter, the objective is to develop a new signal reconstruction

scheme for recovering signals from noisy data without oversampling, which reduces

the MISE of the classical w-s interpolation scheme given by equation (1.4).

To achieve the above objective, the observed data set is transformed nonlinearly

into another data set prior to signal reconstruction. Specifically, when the magnitudes

of the observed samples are large (signal component dominates the noise component),

those samples are unchanged. On other hand, when the magnitudes of the observed
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Figure 3.1: Signal reconstruction by thresholding

samples are small (the noise component dominates the signal component), they are

set to zero. This is justified by looking at the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence, this

implements a thresholding scheme on the noisy data. The proposed reconstruction

scheme consists of two steps as follows:

Step 1: Threshold the noisy sampled values to obtain:

Ut" if laol > r
îx: (3.1)

where, 7 is a threshold level. Its value is to be determined later.

Step 2: Use the {f¡} found above to form the following estimate:

(3.2)

The block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 3.1

The idea of using thresholding for removal of noise is well-l<nown in wavelet

literature [47, 48,49]. Unlike wavelet thresholding procedures where wavelet coeffi.-

cients are thresholded, in the proposed reconstruction scheme, thresholding is applied

directly to the plain data, which is a sequence of noisy signal,s samples.

The subsequent section presents the error analysis of the proposed reconstruc-

tion scheme. The influence of threshold level on the performance of the proposed

reconst¡uction scheme is also investigated. Some simulation resuÌts are provided to

verify the theoretical results.

î(t): D o* .-" (å - u)
lkllnc
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3.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula for computing the MISE of the proposed

reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix A.

Theorem 3.L. cons'ider the obseraat'ion model of (1.3), where €¡¡ arê independ,ent

Gauss'ian randorn uariables with, zero mean and uariance o2. Ttte MISE of esti,mate

î(t) of (s 2) ß si.uen by:

MISE(î):tro2(2no+ t) + "n Ð r2r-rro'D, (3 3)

lkl>nq

wi,th,

D : f (r¡r,o2,T)

:,Ð,*, # þ (;' 
@#) -' (i' @#)]

a¡1-T

' Ð. # l', G, 
@#) *' (i, @#)l

lø¡l(?

'Ð" #1,G,@#) -'(i,@#¡1
tk>T

-,à,#l;",'(#)-|"t(#)], (34)

where, l(a,r) and erf.(r) are the'incomplete garnrno, functi,on and, error function,

respectiuely [50].

Remark 3.1. The MISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme of (1.a) can be

expressed as follows [3]:

MI SE@) : roo2(2nn+ 1) + 
"n Ð "'u

lÈl>ns

Thus, (3.3) can be re-written as:

MISE(î) : MISE(I) - rnozD, (8.5)
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If the second term in the RHS of (3.5) is positive, it represents the degree of noise

reduction of the proposed estimate. By setting threshold level properly, we can make

D>0.

The following theorem confi.rms the existence of the optimal threshold level that

minimizes the MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem

is given in Appendix A. Since in the proof, it is not assumed that e¡ have a Gaussian

distribution, the theorem is valid for arbitrary distributions.

Theorem 3.2. Consi,der tl¿e obseruat'ion model of (l.s), where €¡, ar€ i,ndependent

random uariables witlt zero mean and uariance o2. For a giuen si,gnal r(t) and, noi,se

uariance o2, there aLways erzsts the optimal threshold leuel To.pt so that the MISE of

estimateî(t) of (3.2) zs m,inimum.

The following theorem gives exact formulas for computing the IBIAS and IVAR

of the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in the

Appendix A.

Theorem 3.3. consi,der the obseruation mod,el of (1.s), where €¡, ar€ i,ndepend,ent

Gauss'ian random uariables with zero mean and uariance o2. The IBIAS and, the

IVAR of estimateî(t) of (3.2) are gi,uen by:

IBIAS(1) : r, Ð df; + ro Ð "?,l&l<nc lkl>ns

IV AR(î) : rno2(2nr+ 1) - rn Ð dl - rno2 D,
lkl<nq

where D ,is gi,uen in (3.1) and

dt : L lu-<"u+'t)z /2o2 - e-@*-Ð2 /zo2)
t/2r L

*?þ-(#)-*(#)l

(3.6)

(3.7)
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3.3 Choice of Threshold Level

In this section, the influence of the choice of threshold level on the reconstruction

accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme is investigated. In particular, it

is shown how the threshold level can be optimally pre-determined during the data

acquisition process. A sub-optimal criteria for setting threshold level is suggested.

3.3.1 Pre-Determination of the Optimal Threshold Level

Theorem 3.2 shows that there exists the optimal threshold level that minimizes the

MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. Moreover, Theorem 3.1 gives an exact

formula for computing the MiSE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. Since the

first two terms in the RHS of (3.3) do not depend on threshold level ?, one concludes

that tlre optimal threshold level is the value of T, at which the term D defined in

(3.4) is maximum.

The Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5 ptot D as a function of ? for various

values of Esf o2. The following test signal was used:

r{t):h ïq (3.e)

where {l:2rf^o* is the radian frequency and f*o,:3900 Hz. Here, 11(ú) is aunit

energy BL(q signal. The existence of the optimal threshold level is clearly seen.

Figure 3.2: Signal reconstruction using the optimally pre-determined threshold level

,),)



Figure 3.3: D versus T (Esloz : -IídB)

Figure 3.4: D versus T (Es/o2 :}dB)
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Figure 3.5: D versus T (Eslo2 :75d8)

The plots also indicate that when SNR is low, the reconstruction accuracy of the

proposed signal recovering schetne is not sensitive to the rnismatch in identifying the

optimal threshold level. In fact, the threshold level can be set within a relatively wide

range, without effecting the reconstruction accuracy. In contrast, when SNR is high,

the reconstruction accuracy becomes sensitive to the error in identifying the optimal

threshold level. Nevertheless, when SNR is high, the classical W-S interpolation

scheme already gives a reasonable reconstruction precision and one may want to

simply set 7 : 0. If more accurate reconstruction is desired, then care has to be

taken in order to correctly identify the optimal threshold level. Even though the

above observations are made based on a specifi.c example, it is conjectured that these

Table 3.1: The optimal threshold levels for various Eolo,

nolo2 (aø) -25 -20 -15 -10 0 5 10 15

Topt 60.40 49.00 46.10 30.00 17.68 1.00 0.10 0.05 0.01

qt
ù(J



observations are applied to other signals as well.

The term D can be pre-computed during the data acquisition process and the

optimal threshold levelTor¿ can be pre-determined accordingly. T,pt is considered as

the side information and can be made available for signal reconstruction by various

methods. Table 3.1 shows the optimal threshold levels ?}r¿ for various values of Esf o2.

The test signal r1(ú) defined in (3.9) was considered. It is observed from the table

that the optimal threshold level increases as noise variance increases, and decreases

as noise variance decreases. If o2 -- 0, then Topt - 0.

The corresponding block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3-2 A sub-optirnal criteria for setting Threshold Level

Reconstruction of the signal using the optimal threshold level requires pre-determination

of Topt and a mechanism for delivering T*¡ to the receive¡. Therefore, a sub-optimal

method is suggested where the threshold level 7 is set adaptively to the noise

variance. For instance) one may set T : o1/a, where ¿ is the parameter used to

control the reconstruction accuracy. In order to investigate the dependence of M I S E(î)

on parameter ø, the following theqrem is established. The proof of the theorem is

given in Appendix A.

Theorem 3.4. consi,der the obseruat'ion model ln (l.s), where €¡, ar€'independ,ent

Gauss'ian random uariables w'ith zero rnean and uariance o2. The MISE of esti,mate

1(t) in (3.2) is upper bounded by:

where, Eo: rqD¡*¡5- ,7: [ï*12(t)at i.s the si.gnal's energy.
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Re-write (3.10) as the following:

Let

MrsE(î)
lÈl>rq

- rnoz (2nn .' lh, G, #) fu#-' (#)l

-Gnen (#)r(G^,7) (3.11)

where,

\Jn:

l\-1 -2Zno*I l:lkl<no ek
(3.12)

The preceding inequality can be re-written as follows:

M ISE(î) 1 rnoz(2nn + 1) + 
"n Ð r2r - rro2(zn, + I)f (G*,7)

lfrl>tq

t 1 ntilsn@) - MISE(î) > rnoz(2no + r)f (G,,7) (3.13)

where, MISE(l) is the MisE of the classical w-s interpolation scheme in (1.a).

consequently, to maximize a, one has to choose z such tha| f(G^,?) is

maximum. Figure 3.6 plots f (G., a) as a function of ø for various values of. Gn, where

¿ relates to 7 by T : oJa. Here, parameter ø is used to control the reconstruction

accuracy.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the plot:

o For Gn ) \, one should select 7 : 0. In this case, the W-S interpolation scheme

in (1' ) yields better reconstruction accuracy than the proposed reconstruction

scheme with a sub-optimal threshold level.

longer the best choice. In fact, one should select

case, the proposed reconstruction scheme with a

Ô-,ll

:ft,(!,,#)

ort

oForG''ll,T:0isno

3o1715o. Inthis



Figure 3.6: f (G",a) versus ø

sub-optimal threshold level yields better reconstruction accuracy than the W-S

interpolation scheme.

Taking the above observation into account, the following joint detection/estimation

scheme for reconstruction of bandlimited signals from noisy data is proposed:

step 1: Estimate P 4 Ð¡o¡5,n r2r from the data. compute G, using the

estimated P

Step 2: If G. > 1, set 7 : 0. Otherwise, set T e [Jo,1o].

Step 3: Use the 2-step reconstruction procedure described in Section 3.1 to

recover the signal.

Remark 3.2. For nq sufficiently large and/or for fast decay functions,

MISE(l) = rno2(2no f 1). Hence, (3.t3) can be re-written as follows:

^: #ffi< r - r(G^,r) : t - r (;F#=ll) (3.14)

Figure 3.7 plots the right-hand side

the duration of measurement ro(2nn t

(3.1a) as the function of Esf o2 when

: l second, for 7:0 and T:4o,

of

1)
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Eo/slgmaz (dB)

Figure 3.7: Upper bound of ,R versus Eo/o'

respectively. The plot clearly shows the advantage of using the thresholding-based

reconstruction scheme with a sub-optimal threshold level for the region of low SNR.

On other hand, when SNR is high, it is better to use the classical W-S interpolation

scheme of (1.a) for signal reconstruction.

The asymptotic behavior of A and ,R as nq ---+ oo is stated in the following theorem.

The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A. The theorem reveals the fact that

the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme gets better and

better, relative to the standard W-S interpolation scheme of (1.4), as the size of data

record increases.

Theorem 3.5. When T : 4o, then A, ---+ æ and A ---+ 0 as n, --+ ce

3.4 Simulation Results

The following signals are used for simulations:
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Si,gnal 1:

Si,gnal 2:

1

t/rQ
sin f)úrt(t) : (3.15)

(3. 17)

(3.16)

where c is the normalized constant such that the signal's energy øo : /å *(t)d,t:

-1.

Si,gnal 3:

cos2 9f
^/+\-^L2\L)-"'ar(rqa2_t2Y

.1V

rs(t): c , "**9f;i1È:_N e.(t - kr)

where, {l* : r/r ) 0 and C is the normalized constant such that the signal's energy

Eo : lî rz(t)at: 1. with ø¡ being rand.om variables, (3.12) can be used to model

an arbitrary bandlimited signal [27].

The above signals are unit energy BL(o) signals, where (l:2trf*o, is the radian

frequency. In the simulation, Í^o, :3900 Hz. Among all bandlimited signals having

the same bandwidth, the signal r1(ú) has the lowest rate of decay âs ú -+ oo. Given

the fact that the proposed scheme works especialiy well for fast-decay signals, the

use of this signal as a test signal is justified. The signal r2(t) is the nonnegative

band-limited signal whose the normalized moment of inertia 7: xb-) fï*trrft¡at i"

minimum [51]. This signal has various applications in signal processing theory and

in spectrum estimation. It was used as a test signal in [3, 4, 2s]. The signal z3(ú) is

a randomly generated bandlimited signaÌ.

The experiment is repeated M : I00 times for various realization of rand.om

errors {e¡}. The empirical counterpart of MISE, further called EMISE, is calculated

according to the following formula:

_Mn
EMrsE(1): #t t @(nr) - r(kr)12

j:t k:-n

40
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where r K- ro is the simulation sampling period.

Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 plot the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme as

a function of Esfo2 when the threshold level is optimally selected. In this

simulation, the signal r1(t) in (3.15) is used as the test signal, 2no - 100 and

Ts : 7.25' 10-4 seconds (the sampling frequency is just slightly larger than the

Nyquist rate). For comparison, the EMISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme

in (1.4), the EMISE of reconstruction schemes based on MA filtering in (2.30) and

post-filtering in (2.35) are also plotted. A length-3 MA filter is used. The plots

clearly show that the proposed reconstruction scheme gives better reconstruction

accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme and the MA filtering recon-

struction scheme for every value of SNR. It has better reconstruction accuracy than

the oversampling/post-frltering reconstruction scheme in the region of low SNR. On

other hand, when SNR is high, the later yields better reconstruction accuracy.

The same simulations are repeated for the test signals r2(t) and r3(ú) defined in

(3.16) and (3.17), respectively. The simulation results are charted in Figure 3.10,

Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12, and Figure 3.13, respectively. These results confirm the

conclusions made in the previous paragraph about the reconstruction accuracy of the

proposed reconstruction scheme. For the test signal r2(t), the proposed reconstruc-

tion scheme yields smaller reconstruction error than the oversampling/post-filtering

reconstruction scheme for every value of SNR. The variation of simulation results

charted in the above figures reveals the fact that the degree of noise reduction varies

from a signal to signal. The accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme is signal

dependent.

Figure 3.14 plots the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme as a function

of. Esf o2 when threshold level is sub-optimally chosen, i.e., when T : 4o. The signal
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-V- Oveßampling + MA filtering
-ê- Oveßamolino + Post-fillerir

Eo/sigma2 (dB)

Figure 3.8: EMISE(â) versus Esf o2. Test signal z1(ú) is used. The MA filtering

and post-filtering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 2

Figure 3.9: EMISE(î) versus E6f o2. Test signal ø1(ú) is used. The MA filtering

and post-filtering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 4
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Figure 3.10: EMISE(î) versus Eolo'. Test signal r2(t) is used. The MA filtering

and post-frltering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 2

Figure 3.rr: EMISE(î) versus Eolo'. Test signal r2(t) is used. The MA filtering

and post-fiìtering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 4

-505
Eolsigma2 (dB)
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-€- W-S lnteruolat¡on
+ Thresholding: T=T@t

-V- Ove6ampling + MA fillering
-ê- Oveßamolino + Post-fìlleri¡

Figure 3.r2: EMISE(î) versus Eolo". Test signal r3(t) is used. The MA filtering

and post-filtering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 2

Figure 3.r3: EMISE(î) versus Eolo'. Test signal z3(r) is used. The MA filtering

and post-filtering reconstruction schemes use the oversampling factor of 4

-€- W-S lnteDolãtion
¿ lnresnoldrno: l=¡

opl
-f- Oveßampling + N4A l¡ltedng

-s05
Éolsigma2 (dB)
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-25 -20 -15 -f0 -5 o

Eo/sigma2 (dB)

Figure 3.r4: EMISE(î) versus Eolo' (signat 11(ú), sub-optimal threshold level)

Figure 3.75: EMISE(î) versus Eolo'(signal 12(ú), sub-optimal threshold level)

-505
Eo/s¡gma2 (dB)
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+ Thresholding: T=4'siqma
+ Thresholding: T=T^-

-505
EJsigma2 (dB)

Figure 3.16: EMISE(1) versus Eolo' (signal z3(ú), sub-optimal threshold level)

Figure 3.77: EMISE(1) versus nq
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11(ú) defined in (3.15) is used as the test signal, 2nn:100 and rq: I.25.10-a seconds.

For comparison, the EMISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme of (1.a) and the

EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme with the optimal th¡eshold level Topt

are also plotted. The plot clearly shows that when threshold level is set to ? : 4o, t]¡e

reconstruction accu¡acy of the proposed scheme does not seem to be affected in the

region of low SNR, but degradation in the reconstruction accuracy is noticed in the

region of high SNR. As a result, when 7 :4o, the proposed reconstruction scheme

gives better reconstruction accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme in

(1'a) for low SNR only. Recalling that when threshold level is optimally chosen,

the proposed reconstruction scheme yields better reconstruction accuracy than the

classical W-S interpolation scheme for every values of SNR.

Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 plot the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme

as a function of Esf o2 for the test signals z2(t) and z3(ú) defined in (3.16) and (3.17),

respectively. The threshold level is sub-optimally selected, i.e., ? : 4ø. These fi.gures

confirm the observations made in the preceding paragraph regarding to the accuracy

of the proposed reconstruction scheme with a sub-optimal threshold level. For these

test signals, the proposed sub-optimal criteria for setting the threshold level yields

almost the same reconstruction accuracy as the optimal criteria.

Figure 3.17 plots the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme as a function

of nn when T : 4o is chosen. In this simulation, the test signal 11(ú) defined in (3.1b)

is used, Eo/o': -5 dB and ro :7.25.10-a seconds. For comparison, the EMISE

of the classical W-S interpolation scheme in (1.a) is also plotted. The plot clearly

shows that the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme is less d.ependent on no

compared to that of the classicai W-S interpolation scheme in (1.4). It also indicates
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that the performance gap between two reconstruction schemes becomes wid.er as nn

increases. This confirms the observation made earlier in conjunction with theorem

qÉ
d.J.

The plots of reconstructed waveforms are shown in Appendix F.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a nonlinear signal reconstruction scheme based on thresholding was

proposed for recovering signals from noisy data. The proposed reconstruction scheme

does not use oversampling, which is commonly utilized for signal reconstruction from

noisy data.

The accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme was studied analytically

and experimentally. The obtained results showed that when threshold level is opti-

mally chosen, the proposed reconstruction scheme always gives better reconstruction

accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme in (1.4), regardless of SNR.

A sub-optimal criteria fo¡ selection of threshold level, which eliminates the need for

delivering the side information (i.e. the optimal threshold level) to the receiver, was

suggested. When threshold level is chosen according to this criteria, a slight degra-

dation in reconstruction accuracy is noticed in the region of high SNR. In the region

of low SNR, the sub-optimal c¡iteria gives almost the same reconstruction accuracy

as the optimal criteria. Therefore, the sub-optimal criteria is recommended for the

system operating in highly noisy environments.

The MiSE of the proposed reconstruction scheme increases as the size of data

record 2nn * 1 increases, but at much slower rate than that of the classical W-S

interpolation scheme in (1.4). It is worth mentioning that the oversampling/filtering
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reconstruction schemes discussed in Section 2.4 converge to the original signal when

7? ---+ OO.

Since the proposed reconstruction scheme works especially well when the SNR is

Iow, it has potential application in designing signal acquisition and reconstruction

systems operating unde¡ highly noisy environments. For instant, it can be used in

wireless communications or sensor networks where a low SNR is likely expected. The

proposed reconstruction scheme also has a promising application in speech acquisition

and reconstruction. This is due to the fact that, for speech signals, the sampled values

near zero are more probable than those far away from zero. Since the proposed

technique does not use oversampling, it can be used for acquisition of ultra wideband

signals.
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Chapter 4

Signal Reconstruction by Adaptive

Thresholditrg

4.L Introduction

In Chapter 3, a thresholding-based reconstruction scheme for reconstruction of signals

from noisy data was proposed. It was obse¡ved that this reconstruction scheme does

not take into account the transient phenomena of the signal to be reconstructed since

all sampled values of the signal are compared to a single threshold level ?. Note that

the effective noise's power rqÛÐnetrefl (here 1¿ denotes an index set) in equal time

intervals are the same, while the signal's energy rqÐretrzfl in equal time intervals

varies with time. A better reconstruction might be obtained by determining threshold

level based on the instantaneous SNR measured in a particular time interval, i.e.

adaptively. In doing so, one accounts for the localized behavior (in energy sense) of

the original signal for signal reconstruction.

The above observation is the motivation for the following adaptive thresholding

scheme for reconstruction of signals from noisy data.
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x(t)
cçk

.lr î(t)

Figure 4.1: Signal reconstruction by adaptive thresholding

Step 1: Partition the observed dataset into small, equal-size and disjoint subsets

i. e.

l)!=r{a o} urrt : {yil} þÉnq

)!:,{ar}u,r,: Ø

where, /¿ denote index sets. -L is the number of constituent data sets.

Step 2: Threshold each constituent data sets using different threshold levels fl,
whose values are to be determined later, i. e., for k e I¿:

Ax if lanl > T¿

în: (4.1)

Step 3: Use {f¡} determined above to form

laol < r"

the following estimate:

î(t): Ð ¡* '-. (å - *)
lklSnc

(4.2)

A block diagram of the proposed reconstruction scheme is illustrated in Figure 4.1

The subsequent sections present the error analysis of the proposed reconstruction

scheme. Also investigated is the influence of the choice of threshold levels fr on the

reconstruction accuracy. Some simulation results are provided to verify the analytical

results.
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4.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula for computing the MISE of the proposed

reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B.

Theorem 4.L. consi,d,er tlte obseruation rnodel of (1.s), where €¡ are i.nd,epend,ent

Gauss'ian randorn uariables w'ith zero mean and uariance o2. The MISE of estimate

1(t) of (1r.2) i,t si,uen by:

L
MISE(î) : rno2(2no + 1) + ,o Ð x2¡, - rnozÐn, (4.3)

lkl>nq i=\

wi.th,

D¿ : f ("x, o' ,Tr)

: 
Ð +1"(:'@#t) -'(i'ø*t¡1

ø¡ ( -?¿

. Ð #þ(i'@#t) *'G@#t)l
lø¡ l<1;

.Ð#?(|,@#) -'(i,w)l
¡k)Tì

Ð ,ú,1;",'(#)-]",r (#)) Ø4)

where, l(a, r), erf (z) are 'incomplete gamma function and, error function, respectiuely

[s0].

Remarlc 4.1. The MISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme of (1.4) can be

expressed as follows [3]:

MI SE@) : rnoz(2nn+ 1) + n Ð r?
lkl>nc

Thus, (4.3) can be re-written as:

L
MISE(î) : MISE(Í) - rno'ÐOo, (4.b)

i:T
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If the second term in the RHS of (4.5) is positive, it represents the degree of noise

reduction of the proposed estimate. Setting threshold levels properly makes D¿ > 0

for all i.

The following theorem confirms the existence of the optimal threshold levels that

minimize the MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem

is given in Appendix B. Since in the proof, it is not assumed that e¡ have Gaussian

distribution, the theorem is valid for arbitrary distributions.

Theorem 4.2. consi,d,er the obseruat'ion model of (1.s), where €¡ ar€, i,nd,epend,ent

random uariables w'ith, zero mean and uariance o2. For a g,íuen si,gnal r(t) and, noise

uariance o2, there always eri,st opti,mat threshold, leuels Tor¿,¿ so that the MISE of

est'imatel(t) of (1.2) i,s m'inirnum.

The following theorem gives exact formulas for computing the IBIAS and the

IVAR of the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in

the Appendix B.

Theorem 4.3. con,sider the obseruation model of (1.s), wltere €¡" ar€ ind,epend,ent

Gauss'ian randorn uari,ables with zero mean and uariances o2. The IBIAS and, the

IVAR of estzmateî(t) of (1.2) are gi,uen by:

L

I BIAS(1) : rqÐÐoZ + r, I rf;,
i:I te€I; lÀl>rc

LL
IV AR(î) : rnoz (znn+ 1) - rrDD, OZ - rnurÐ ro,

i-l lf€Ii i:L

where D¡ 'is gi,uen by (1¡.1 and,

d,¡, : 
ft1"-r"r+Ti)2/2o2 - e-@r"-rù2/zo2f

*?þ.'(#)--,(#)l

(4.6)

(4.7)
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4.3 Choice of Threshold Levels

In this subsection, the influence of threshold levels fr on the reconstruction accuracy

of the proposed reconstruction scheme is investigated. In particular, it is shown how ?¿

can be optimaìly pre-determined during the data acquisition process. A sub-optimal

criteria for seiection of threshold levels fr is suggested.

4.3.t Pre-Determination of the Optimal Threshold Level

Theorem 4.2 shows that there exist optimal threshold levels that minimize tlie MISE

of the proposed reconstruction scheme. Moreover, in Theorem 4.1, one has an exact

formula for computing the MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. Since the

first two terms in the RHS of (a.3) do not depend on threshold levels T¿, o\e concludes

that the optimal threshold levels are the values of T¿, at which the terms D¿ defined

in (a.a) are maximum.

The terms D¡ carr be pre-computed during the data acquisition process using (4.4),

and the optimal threshold levels [o¿,¿ can be pre-determined accordingly. Too¿,¿ is

considered as the side information and can be made available for signal reconstruction

by various methods. For example, with L: r0,2rn - 100, and test signal r1(ú)

defined by (3.15), the optimal threshold levels are given in Table 4.1.

4.3.2 A Sub-Optimal Criteria for Setting Threshold Level

Reconstruction of the signal using the optimal threshold levels 7þ¿,¿ requires pre-

determination of Too¡,¿ and a mechanism for deliverinETopt,¿ to the receiver. Therefore,

a sub-optimal method is suggested where the threshold levels T¿ are set adaptively

based on the noise variance. This criterion is a result of examining the upper bound
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Table 4.1; The optimal threshold levels for various Eo/o,

Eo lo2 (dB) -15 -10 -5 0 10 15

Topt,t 50.40 28.50 16.20 9.29 5.40 3.22 0.01

To'pt,z 50.40 28.60 16.30 9.34 5.45 0.10 0.01

Topt,z 51.20 29.30 17.LO 0.46 0.01 0.01 0.01

Topt,a 51.90 30.00 1.40 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.00

Topt,s 52.20 30.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Topt,6 45.50 30.40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Topt,z 52.00 30.20 1.50 0.01 0.01 1.00 1.00

Topt,8 51.40 29.60 17.30 0.27 0.01 0.01 0.01

Topt,9 50.60 28.80 16.50 9.56 5.68 0.05 0.01

Topt,to 50.30 28.40 16.20 9.20 5.32 3.13 0.01

of MISE(î) established in the following theorem. The proof of the theorem is given

in Appendix B.

Theorem 4.4. consi,der the obseruation rnodel of (1.s), where €¡ are i.nd,epend,ent

Gauss'ian random uariables wi,th zero mean and aar¿ance 02. The MISE of esti.mate

î(t) of (1,.2) i.s upper bounded by:
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Remark 4.2. When f": f for all i, (4.9) reduces to

MrsE(î)

+*r(#) **t,È,,,) .,* ffi)
which is identical to (3.10).

Let

r(Gn,r,): ft, (i,#,) - G¿err (#) (4 10)

where,
¿Y1*z

ç s 2nq+t /___ker¿*k 
(4.11)

Re-write (a.9) as follows:

L: MrsE(t) - MrsE(î) >,no'.2J.!-lJ (f,¡(c,,a)) Ø.12)L\=í/

where, MISE@) is the MISE of ihe classicaÌ W-S interpolation scheme given by

(1.4).

Therefore, in orde¡ to maximize a, one should select fr such that f(G¿,T,) is

maximum. Similar to Chapter 3, it is obse¡ved that:

. For G¿) I, one should select fr : g.

¡ For G¿ 1 7, T¿ : 0 is no longer the best choice. In fact, one should select

3o<T¡<5o.

Taking the above observation into account, the following joint detection/estimation

scheme for recovering signals from noisy data is proposed:

Step 1: Estimate 4 ê D¡.r.r2r from data {y¡}¡ç¡u. Compute G¿ using the

estimated P¿



Step 2: If Gi> 1, set fr : 0. Otherwise, set 3o 1T¿ 1 5o.

Step 3: Pass the data through the thresholding device, and then, the reconstruc-

tion filter to reconstruct the original signal.

4.4 Simulation Results

Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4 plot the EMiSE of the proposed reconstruc-

tion scheme,(4.2), as a function of Esf o2, when the fr's are optimally chosen, i.e.

when Topt,r is selected according to Table 4.1. In this simulation, signal z1(i) de-

fined by (3.15) is used as the test signal, 2no:100 and rs: L25.10-4 seconds.

For comparison, the EMISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme in (1.4) and

the EMISE of the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme introduced in Chapter

3 are also plotted. The plots show that the proposed reconstruction scheme gives

better reconstruction accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme and the

thresholding-based reconstruction scheme for every value of SNR. In addition, it is

observed that the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme gets

better as the size of constituent data sets decreases. This is due to the fact that the

smaller the size of constituent data sets, the better adaptation to the local changes

in the signal amplitude.

The same simulations were repeated for test signal z3(ú) defined by (3.12). The

simulation results are graphed in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.2. It is

noticed that the improvement in reconstruction accuracy of the proposed reconst¡uc-

tion scheme over the thresholding-based reconstruction introduced in Chapter 3 is

more significant for this test signal than test signal r1(ú). This is due to the fact that

test signal r3(t) has higher degree of variability than test signal 11(ú).
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Figure 4.4: EMISE(î) versus Eolo, (Adaptive thresholding, Signal 11(t), q:59;

Figure 4.5: EMISE(î) versus E6f o2 (Adaptive thresholding, signal 13(t), q:5;
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Figure 4.6: EMISE(î) versus Eolo'(Adaptive thresholding, signal Ís(ú), e:20)

Figure 4-7: EMISE(î) versus Eolo' (Adaptive thresholding, signar 13(t), q:59¡
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Figure 4.8: EM I SE(î) versus Eolo' (Adaptive thresholding, T¿ : 4o)

Figure 4.9: EMISE(â) versus nn (Adaptive thresholding)
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Figure 4.8 compares the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme to the

EMISE of thresholding-based reconstruction scheme in (3.2) when threshold levels

are set according to the sub-optimal criteria introduced in the preceding section.

Here, it is assumed that the P¿ àre perfectly estimated. In this simulation, 2nn : 1gg

and rn : 1.25. 10-4 seconds (the sampling frequency is just slightly larger than

the Nyquist rate). The figure shows that the proposed reconstruction scheme gives

better reconstruction accuracy than the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme

introduced in Chapter 3 when SNR is high. On other hand, when SNR is low,

the proposed scheme with sub-optimal threshold levels yields higher reconstruction

error. Nevertheless, the proposed reconstruction scheme gives better reconstruction

accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme in (1.a) for every value of SNR.

This can not be obtained with the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme proposed

in Chapter 3.

Figure 4.9 plots the EMISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme, (4.2), as a

function of nn. Threshold levels T¿ are selected according to the sub-optimal criteria

described in the preceding section. Again, it is assumed that the P¿ are perfectly

estimated. In this simulation, signal 11(ú) defined by (3.15) is used as the test signal,

2ro- 100 and Tq:I.25 '10-a seconds. For comparison, the EMISE of the classical

W-S interpolation scheme of (1.4) is also plotted. It shows that the EMISE of the

proposed reconstruction scheme is less dependent on the size of data ¡ecord than that

of the W-S interpolation scheme. It also indicates that the performance gap between

two reconstruction schemes becomes wider as no increases.

The plots of reconstructed waveforms are shown in Appendix F.
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4.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter, an adaptive version of the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme

introduced in Chapter 3 was proposed to recover signals from noisy data. The pro-

posed reconstruction scheme does not use oversampling, which is commonly utilized

for signal reconstruction from noisy data.

The accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme was studied analyticalty

and experimentally. The obtained results show that when threshold levels T; àre

optimally chosen, the proposed reconstruction scheme yields better reconstruction

accuracy than the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme introduced in Chapter

3 for every value of SNR. The better reconstruction accuracy can be achieved with

the smaller size of constituent data sets. The proposed reconstruction scheme works

especially well for the signals v/ith high degree of variability.

A sub-optimal criteria for selection of threshold levels fr, which eliminates the

need for side information (i.e. the optimal threshold levels) to the receiver, was

also suggested. When T¿ are chosen according to this criteria, degradation in the

reconstruction accuracy is noticed in the region of low SNR.

The MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme increases as the size of data

reco¡d 2nn I 1 increases, but at much slower rate compared to the classical W-S

interpolation scheme of (1.4). It is worth mentioning that the oversampling/filtering

reconstruction schemes discussed in Section 2.4 converge to the original signal when

n-+æ.

Since the proposed reconstruction scheme works especially well when SNR is low,

it has the potential application in designing signal acquisition and. reconstruction

systems operating in highly noisy environments. The proposed reconstruction scheme
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also has a promising application in speech acquisition and reconstruction. This is due

to the fact that, for speech signals, the sampled values near zero are more probable

than those far away from zero. Since the proposed technique does not use over-

sampling, it can be used for the acquisition of wideband signals.
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Chapter 5

A Thresholding-Based Sampling

Scheme

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a thresholding-based sampling scheme for the acquisition of signals in

the presence of noise is proposed and analyzed. The thresholding unit is introduced

in the data acquisition (sampling) process, rather than in the signal reconstruction

process as in case of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

The block diagram of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.1. With the

use of the thresholding unit in data acquisition process) the set of uniformly-spaced

signal's samples is transformed into a set of nonuniformly-spaced signal's samples

prior to transmission or storage. A detailed description of the proposed scheme is

given in this chapter.

5.1.1 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition process consists of two steps as follows:
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Figure 5.1: The thresholding-based sampling scheme

Step 1: Uniformly sample the signal r(t) at the Nyquist rate to obtain the set of

sampled values {r¡}.

Step 2: Pass {r¡} through a threshold device with threshold level 7. Only those

samples of {z¡} for which l"ol > ? are kept. The other samples are destroyed.

Therefore, in Figure 5.1, the sequence {r'u} relates to the sequence {z¿} by:

{r'n} : {r¡: lr¡,1> T}, (5.1)

For signal reconstruction purpose, one needs to know the location at which a

particular sample is kept or destroyed. This information is made available at the

receiver by using the sequence of binary digits ö¡, which are formed as follows.

l, ir l"nl>r
br: I

Ir ir r,or<r,

(5.2)

Note that the Ìength of sequence {b¡} is 2nn*r, whereas the length of sequence {r,*}

is 4 ( 2nn * l. Since the length of sequence {z'o} is always shorter than that of

sequence {z¡}, the thresholding unit acts as the compressor. At the receiver side, the

expander inserts zeros into the noisy sequence {ALI, uL the locations for which ör : 0.

Notice that the compressor (also called decimator) and the expander are the well-

known building blocks in digital signal processing theory [52]. They are often used

for sampling rate conversion. In Figure 5.1, they serve the purpose of noise reduction.

Moreover, the sampling rate conversion process is done in a nonuniform and adaptive
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manner. That is, the decision on which samples are kept or destroyed depends on

a particular signal and the noise level. The resultant sequence is then a sequence of

nonuniformly-spaced signal samples.

5.L.2 Observation Model

Assume {b¡} is available for signal reconstruction, while {r'n} is corrupted by noise,

i.e.

Y'¡:r'¡"+e¡, 1<k<n (5 3)

where {e¡} is an additive noise process and 4 is the length of {r'r}. Assume further

o2.

It is worth mentioning that the above assumption on the availability of {b¡} is a

reasonable assumption. Since {b¡} is a digital sequence, it is resistant to noise and

can be protected by error correcting codes [53].

5.1.3 Signal Reconstruction

The signal reconstruction process consists of two steps as follows:

step 1: From two sequence {b¡} and {gi}, the sequence {1*} i. formed according

to the procedure described below.

o Set {û,} to the all-zero sequence. Its length is 2no * I.

o Denote by kr, ltz,...,kq, (kt 1 lc2 1,...) < kr) the locations where br : 1. Set

în,:at, I:1,2,"',\'

For example, if {b¡} : 10110110010 and {AL} : s|a|alasaLa{ then {ûr} : a|0a|a,¿0aLa,r00g,r0.
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Mathematically, one can also write f¡ : Uk. b¡, where Ar: :xr I et .

Step 2: Reconstruct the original signal by:

e(ú) : I
lkl<nq

/lntr ù 
- 

-

Znnl7

Several conclusions can be drawn from (5.5):

f¡ sinc (+-r), (5.4)

(5.5 )

5.I.4 Data Storage Reduction Ratio

Assume that an m-bit uniform quantizer is used to obtain the binary representation of

the sampled values of signal. In the classical W-S sampling scheme, the total number

of bits required to represent the signal is Bws : (2nn r r) .m. In the proposed

sampling scheme, this number is .B7 : n.rn+ (2nn+ i). Let Dn: BrlBøls denotes

the data storage reduction ratio (DSRR), we have:

1+-
m

D¿ decreases as 7r¿ increases. In other word, the finer the quantizer, the higher

degree of data storage reduction can be achieved.

The data storage reduction raLio Dp decreases as 4 decreases, or equivalently,

7 increases. However, T can not be made arbitrary large since doing this will

effect the reconstruction accuracy.

For fixed 7, the data storage reduction ratio Dp depends on the shape of signal.

If the total amount of time that the original signal falls below a threshold level

7 is large, then D¿ is small. In this case, one benefits from using the proposed

sampling scheme.
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5.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula for calculation of the MISE of the

proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in

Appendix C.

Theorem 5.t. consi,der th.e obseruat'ion model of (5.s), where €¡ ar€ i,nd,epend,ent

random uariables w'ith zero mean and uar,íance o2. The MISE of estimate î(t) of

(5./) ß gi,uen by:

M I SE(î) : rqo2T+ ro Ð rf; + ro Ð "7,keI¿ lkl>nc

where, Io: {k: lrrl > T} and I¿: {k ' lrkl < T} are two ,inder sets; r¡: llrl i,s tlte

uolume (length) of Ir.

The following theorem gives exact formulas for computing the IBIAS and the IVAR

of the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is

given in Appendix C.

Theorem 5.2. consi,der the obseruat'ion model of (s.s), where €k are i,nd,epend,ent,

random uariables uith zero mean and uariance o2. The IBIAS and, tlte IVAR of

est'imateî(t) of (5./¡) are gi,uen by:

I B I AS(1) : 1Ð rf; + r, Ð "?,k€Id lkl>nc

IVAR(î): rqo2rl,

Flom (5'7) and (5.8), one can observe that if ? increases, then IVAR(î) decreases,

bú IBIAS(1) increases. On other hand, if ? decreases, then IVAR(î) increases, but

I B I AS (1) decreases. This trade-off between the iVAR and IBIAS terms is illustrated

in Figure 5.2, where IV AR(î) and I B I AS (î) are plotted as functions of a for the test

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)
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Figure 5.2: IVAR(â) and IBIAS(î) versus a

signals defined in (3.15) and (3.16), respectively. Here, a relates to ? by T : a,o aîd

Eo/o' : -I\dB. Due to the trade-off between tlie IVAR and IBIAS of the proposed

sampling and reconstruction scheme, there always exists an optimal threshold level

Toet that minimizes MISE(1).

For a given noise variance, MISE(â) can be pre-computed during data acquisi-

tion process using (5.6) and the optirnal threshold level Topt can be pre-determined

accordingly.

The following corollary compares the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed

sampling and reconstruction scheme with the classical W-S interpolation scheme in

(1.a). The proof of the corollary is given in Appendix C.

corollary 5.L. selecting T 1 o, the proposed, estimateî(t) of (5.1¡) atways g,iues

better reconstruction o,ccuracy compared to the W-S i,nterpolation sch,eme, regard,Iess

of noise uariance and the si,ze of data record, ,i.e.

_ MISE(î\Ë: -'--"-)*r < l. for atl o2,frqMrsU(i) - -'
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where, MISE(l) i's the MISE of the class'ical w-s i,nterpolati,on scheme.

Remark 5.1. Corollary 5.1 does not imply that the optimal threshold level must satisfy

Toet 3 o' However, it does suggest a sub-optimal criteria for setting threshold level,

i.e., T : o. Here, it is assumed that the noise variance is known.

The MISE of the classical w-s interpolation scheme, (1.4), can be expressed. as

follows:

MISE(r) : rno2Tt + 
"o Ð Eef;+ rn Ð "?,

(5.10)
k€Ia lkl>n,l

IfthethresholdlevelissettoT:o,thenl1¿l increasesaso2increases. Butfrom(b.6)

and (5.t0), one can see that the ratio .R defined in (5.9) decreases as l1¿l increases.

This implies that R decreases as ø2 increases. Therefore, the performance gap between

the proposed scheme and the W-S interpolation scheme becomes wider as the noise

variance increases. This indicates the advantage of the proposed scheme over the

classical W-S sampling and reconstruction scheme when SNR is low.

5.3 Simulation Results

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 plot the EMISE of the proposed sampling and reconstruc-

tion scheme as a function or Esf o2 when threshold level is set to T : o. In this

simulation, signal 11(ú) defined in (3.15) and signal r2(ú) defined in (3.16) are used

as the test signal, 2no:100 and r : r.25. 10-a seconds (sampling frequency is just

slightly larger than the Nyquist rate). For comparison, the EMISE of the classical

W-S interpolation scheme and the EMISE of the thresholding-based reconstruction

scheme, (3.2), are also pìotted. The plot indicates that the proposed sampling and

reconstruction scheme gives better reconstruction accuracy than the classical W-S

interpolation scheme and the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme proposed in
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Chapter 3 for every value of SNR. This agrees with the observations made in corollary

5.9. Figure 5.5 gives the simulation result when the voice "speech sig" is used as the

test signal.

Figure 5.6 plots the EMISE of the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme

as a function of. nn. In this simulation, signal r1(ú) defined in (3.15) is used as the

test signal, Eolo'- -5 dB and r: r.25.r0-4. The pìot clearly shows that the

EMISE of the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme is less depeldent on n

than the classical W-S interpolation scheme. It also indicates that the performance

gap between the two reconstruction schemes becomes wider as n increases.

The plots of the reconstructed waveforms are shown in Appendix F.

The data storage reduct'ion rat'io: For test signal ø1(ú) defined in (3.1b), T : o¡

2nn* I : 101 and Es f o2 : -5 dB, we have T : 2g. If 8-bit uniform quantizer is used.,

then according to (5.5) the data storage reduction ratio is Dn:29lI0I+1/g = 112.4.

Table 5.1 shows the computed Dp fo¡ various values of Esf o2.

Table 5.1: The Data Storage Reduction Ratio

Eoloz (ae) -5 0 5 10

Da lSig¡ar r1(ú)J r12.4 r/r.6 r lr.3 rlr.r

Dn [Sig¡raL r2(t)) 115.7 r/5.7 r15.7 tl5.r

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter introduced a new sarnpling and reconstruction scheme for representing

and recovering signals from noisy data. The proposed reconstruction scheme does

not use oversampling, which is commonly utilized for signal reconstruction from noisy
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data.

The accuracy of the proposed reconstruction scheme was studied analytically and

experimentally. TIie obtained results showed that that the proposed scheme always

gives better reconstruction accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme,

regardless of the SNR, and/or size of data record. It also gives better reconstruction

accuracy than the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme proposed in Chapter 3.

The MISE of the proposed ¡econstruction scheme increases as the size of data

record 2nn*I incteases, but at much lower rate than that of the classical W-S interpo-

lation scheme. It is worth mentioning that the oversampling/filtering reconstruction

schemes discussed in Section 2.4 converge to the original signal when n --+ oo.

For the signals where the small sampled values are more probable (e.g. speech)

or for low SNR, the proposed sampling scheme requires smaller number of bits to

represent the signals than the classical W-S sampling/reconstruction scheme. As a

result, it provides a reduction in data storage.

Since the proposed reconstruction scheme works especially well when SNR is low,

it has the potential application in designing signal acquisition and reconstruction

systems operating under highly noisy environments. The proposed reconstruction

scheme also has a promising application in speech acquisition and reconstruction.

This is due to the fact that, for speech signals, the sampled values near zero are more

probable than those far away from zero. Since the proposed technique does not use

oversampling, it can be used for acquisition of ultra wideband signals.
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Chapter 6

Signal Reconstruction via Multiple

Observations and Thresholdirg

As mentioned previously, the signal recovery schemes with smoothing corrections

discussed in Section 2.4 depend on the use of a high sampling rate for noise reduction.

Therefore, their realizations require costly high-speed electronic circuits. There also

exists the potential problem that the correlation between successive samples increases

as the sampling rate increases, which leads to unstable reconstruction.

In this chapter, instead of oversampling, a new technique is proposed that collects

multiple sets of the sampled values acquired at the Nyquist sampling rate and uses

the thresholding-based reconstruction algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 to recover the

signal.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 introduces a signal recovery

scheme that utilizes multiple observations. In Section 6.2, a reconstruction scheme

that utilizes both multiple observations and thresholding-based signal recovering algo-

rithm is presented. Section 6.3 discusses several potential applications ofthe proposed

signal recovery schemes. Section 6.4 concludes the Chapter.
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6.1 Signal Recovery via Multiple Observations

6.1.1- Introduction

It is well known that if ¡andom variables 21¡ zzt. . ' , zL are mutually uncorrelated with

mean p and variance ø2, then ": lD,":r", is a rand.om variable with mean ¡-r, and

variance o?: o2IL [54]. It means that the variance of the new random variance z is

reduced by the factor .L compared to the variances of individual random variables. In

this section, this fact is utilized to improve the reconstruction accuracy of the classical

W-S interpolation scheme.

During the data acquisition process, multipÌe copies of the set of sampled values

acquired at the Nyquist rate are collected, i.e., collect the sets {rtn},1: r,2,... ,L,

where rtk : I2k: ' ' ' : rL¡ : r(kr): xrÀ. Here, ,L is the number of copies of the

set of sampled values.

Consider the following observation model :

Ah::ttk|_eU"-rx1-€¿n, k : 0, L7,...,*nn

I:I,2,...,L

(6.1)

where, €¿¡, ãrÊ independent random variables with zero-mean and variance o2.

Fbom the observed signal samples y¿¡,,the original signal r(ú) is reconstructed by:

r(¿) : I g* ,i""(i -o) $l)
lt llns \ tn /

where,

-L1-
lu: L )-atu (6.3)

L=t

is the sample mean of the set {gr¿¡}, I :7,2,... ,L.

For comparison, assume that the proposed scheme and the oversampling/post-

filtering scheme discussed in Section 2.4.2 measure the signal within a fixed interval.
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With this assumption, n, in (6.2) relates to n in (2.35) by:

2n*I _r,
2nn -11 T

(6.4)

If it is assumed further that both schemes use the same number of sampled. values for

signal reconstruction, then one has the following relationship:

The subsequent subsections provide an error analysis of the proposed scheme and

simulation results.

6.L.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula for computing the MISE of the estimate

Z(t) of (6.2). The proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix D.

Theorem 6.L. consi,der the obseruation model of (6.1), uhere €¿¡ ar€ i.nd,epend,ent

random uariables with zero mean and uariance o2. The MISE of esti,mate t(t) of

(6.2) i,s gi,uen bg:

MISE(r) : rool(2no+ 1) + ,o D "'u
lkl>nq

where, o?: o'/L

Remark 6.1. It can be easilv shown that:

(6.6)

. 2n-fl ro

2nn*7 r

IV AR(r) : rno2r(2nn + 1)

IBIAS(ù:rnÐ r7
lkl>ns

IvAR(r) _ I
rvAR@) L

(6.5 )

(6.7)

(6 B)

From (6.7) and (1.10):



where, MR(I) is the IVAR of the classical W-S interpolation scheme. Therefore,

the proposed reconstruction scheme reduces the IVAR of the classical W-S interpo-

Iation scheme by a factor -L.

Remark 6.2. Assume that the proposed scheme and the oversampling/post-filtering

reconstruction scheme defined by (2.35) use the same number of sampled values to

recover the original signal. From (2.36), (6 7) and (6.b):

rvAR(î): rvAR(r) (6.e)

Thus, the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme and the oversampling/post-

filtering reconstruction scheme have identical IVARs. However, the advantage of the

proposed scheme is that it does not require a very high sampling rate as in case of

the oversampling/post-filtering reconstruction scheme. Instead, it uses multiple sets

of sampled values acquired at the Nyquist rate. Given difficulties in designing high-

speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs with very high sampling rate) [5b, b6], the

proposed scheme has a clear advantage over the method using oversampling and post-

flltering in term of implementation. In addition, the proposed technique avoids the

potential problem of increasing correlation between sampled values as the sampling

rate increases. Finally, as shall be seen later in Section 6.2,the proposed scheme can

be combined nicely with the thresholding-based algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 to

provide added reconstruction accuracy.

6.1.3 Simulation Results

Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 plot the EMISE of the proposed sampling and

reconstruction scheme when tr : 2,4, and 8, respectively. For comparison, the EMISE

of the classical W-S interpolation scheme and the EMISE of the oversampling/post-
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Figure 6.3: EMISE(Z) versus Eo/o, (Signal lcl(¿), L:8)
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filtering reconstruction method (OSF:2, 4, and B, respectively) are also plotted. Test

signal 11(ú) defined by (3.15) is used for simulation,2nn: 100, Ts : I.25.10-a seconds

(sampling frequency is just slightly larger than the Nyquist rate). The plots show that

the proposed scheme and the oversampling and post-fiItering reconstruction scheme

have almost identical reconstruction accuracies. However, for high SNR or for large

OSF, the former scheme has a better reconstruction accuracy than the latter one. The

same simulation is repeated for test signal r3(ú) defined by (3.17). The simulation

results are graphed in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, and Figure 6.6, respectively.

The plots of reconstructed waveforms are shown in Appendix F.

6.2 Signal Recovery via Multiple Observations and

Thresholding

6.2.L Introduction

The reconstruction accuracy of the signal recovery scheme of (6.1) can be improved

further by thresholding the sample means go defined in (6.3) prior to signal recon-

struction. The following 3-step procedure is proposed for reconstruction of the signal

r(ú) from noisy observations {g¿¡}:

Step 1: Calculate the sample means

Ak:

if wrl>r

if lgnl < r
B3

,L1-
r ^¿:r YIk

An

to obtain:

-:{

Step 2: Threshold y*

(6.10)



where, ? is a threshold level. Its value is to be dete¡mined later.

Step 3: Use f¡ found above to form the following estimate:

î(t): I a .i"" (1 - *) (6 1i)
lÀlSzq \ rs /

Consider next the error analysis of the estimate 1(ú). After this the influence

of threshold level 7 on the performance of the proposed reconstruction scheme is

investigated. Finally, simulation results which verify the obtained theoretical results,

are provided.

6.2.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula to compute the MISE of estimate 1(ú).

The proof of the theorem is given in the Appendix D.

Theorem 6.2. consi,der th,e obseruat'ion model of (6.1), where €¿¡, ar€ i.nd,epend,ent

Gauss'ian random uarzables wi,th zero mean and uariance o2. The MISE of esti,mate

î(t) of (6.11) i,s si,aen by:

MISE(î) : rnol(zno+ t) + "n Ð r2r - rooln (6.12)

lkl>nc

wi,th,

D : f(r¡,ol,T)
\- i [ /B ("*-T)2\

: \ _|ry

,?*, frL' [t' V ) -' (]'"#)1
"k<-T

\- 1 [ /J (ru-")2\+ ) -:l'
,ã",/nL7 lt, T ) *, (1,'#)]
lø¡llT

.,\_af,,(:,w) _.'(i,w)l',?*,fi1
tk>T

\' "Î llL o? lt
tkt<nq. "f"" 

(+#) -ï*'(+#)l (6 13)



where, o? : o' I L, l(a, r) and erf(r) are the ,incomplete garnma function and, error

funct'ion, respecti,uely [50].

Remarlc 6.3. From (6.12) and (6.6):

M I S E(î) : M I S E(r) - rnolD (6.14)

where, MISE(î) is the MISE of the estimate T(ú) defined by (6.2).

If the second term in the RHS of (6.1a) is positive, it represents the degree of

noise reduction of the proposed estimate. By setting threshold level properly, one can

make D > 0.

The following theorem confirms the existence of the optimal threshold level that

minimizes the MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem

is given in Appendix D. The theorem is valid for arbitrary distributions.

Theorem 6.3. Consi,der the obseruat'ion rnod,el of (6.1), where €¡, ar€ i,nd,epend.ent

random uariables with zero mean and uariance o2. For a g,iaen si,gnal r(t) and, noise

uariance o2 , there always ezi,sts the opti,rnurn tltreshold, leuel Tor¡ so that the MISE of

est'imatel(t) gi,uen by (6.11) 'is m,in'irnum.

The following theorem gives exact formulas for computing the iBIAS and IVAR of

the proposed reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix

D.

Theorem 6.4. Consider the obseruat'ion rnodel of (6.1), where €¿¡ ar€ ind,epend.ent

Gauss'ian random uarzables wi,th zero mean and aar,iance o2. The IBIAS and, the

IVAR of esti.mateî(t), (6.11), is gi,uen by:

IBIAS(1): rq D d,2o+ro Ð "1,lklSrc lkl>nq
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IVAR(î):rqo?(2nq+I)

wi,th D i,s g'iuen by (6.13) and,

- "n Ð d2n - rnolD,
lkl<nn

(6.16)

d.¡ : ft ¡"-r"r+r)2 
/2o? - "-@r"-D2 

/2"?f

.?þ*(+#)-*(#)l (6. i7)

6.2.3 Choice of Threshold Level

In this subsection, the influence of the threshold level on the reconstruction accuracy

of the proposed reconstruction scheme is investigated. In particular, it is shown how

T can be optimally pre-computed during the data acquisition process. A sub-optimal

criteria for setting the threshold level is suggested.

Pre-Determination of the Optimal Threshold Level

From Theorem 6.3, one knows that there exists the optimal threshold level that

minimizes the MISE of the proposed reconstruction scheme. Moreover, Theorem

6.2 gives an exact formula for computing the MISE of the proposed reconstruction

scheme. Since the first two terms in the RHS of (6.12) do not depend on threshold

Ievel T, one concludes that the optimal threshold level is the value of T, at which the

term D defined by (6.13) is maximum.

The term D can be pre-computed during the data acquisition process and the

optimal threshold levelToo¿ can be pre-determined accordingly. Tor¡ is considered as

the side information and can be made available for signal reconstruction by various

methods. For example, with L : 4 and test signal z1(ú) defined by (3.15), the

optimal threshold levels are given in the Table 6.1. It is observed from the table

that the optimal threshold level increases as noise variance increases, and d.ecreases

as noise variance decreases. If o2 -- 0, then Top¿ -+ 0.

B6



Table 6.1: The optimal threshold levels at various Eolo, (L:4)

Eolo2 (aø) -25 -20 -i5 -10 -5 0 5 10

Topt 48.04 46.28 27.00 75.94 1.01 0.107 0.055 0.001

A Sub-Optimal Criteria for Setting Threshold Level

Reconstruction of the signal using the optimal threshold level requires

pre-determination of Topt and a mechanism for deliveringTor¿ to the receiver. There-

fore, a sub-optimal method is suggested, where the threshold level ? is set adaptively

according to the noise variance. For instance, one may set ?: o¡/a, where ø is the

parameter used to control the reconstruction accuracy. In order to investigate the

dependence of MISE(î) on parameter a, the following theorem is established. The

proof of this theorem is given in Appendix D.

Theorem 6.5. Consi,der tlte obseruation model of (6.1), where t¿¡x ar€ i,nd,epend,ent

Gaussian random uartables wi,tlt, zero mean and uariance o2. The MISE of esti,mate

î(Ð of (6.11) zs upper bounded by:

MrsE(1)

(6.18)

MISE(î) < rnol(2nn + 1) + ,n D rf; - rnol(znn -t r)f (G.n,T)
lkl>ns

r(Gnn,rt: h, (:,#) - Gnnerr (#)

+*r(#) **("Ð,",) .,* (#)
where, o?: o2/L and, Es: rcD¡r¡5_ t?: IT*rz(t)dt i,s the si,gnal's energy.

Similar as in Chapter 3, re-write (6.18) as follows:

whele,
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and,

Figure 6.7: f (G^n,ø) versus a

\snq:

ls1-2
2nq+1 ¿-lkl<nq L k----a- (6.20)

Equivalently:

L 2 MISE(î) - MISE(î) > rool(2no + I)f (G,q,r) (6.2r)

where, MISE(r) is the MISE of estimate z(ú) defined by (6.2).

Consequently, to maximize A, we have to choose ? such that f(Grn,?) is

maximum. Figure 6.7 plots f (G.n,a) as the function of ¿ for various G,n, where

¿ relates to 7 by T : ott/a. Here, parameter ¿ is used to control the reconst¡uction

accuracy.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the plot:

o For Gnq ) 1, one should select 7 : 0. In this case, the reconstruction scheme

defined by (6.2) yields better ¡econstruction accuracy than the proposed recon-

struction scheme with sub-optimal threshold level.
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For Gnn 1 r, T : 0 is no longer the best choice. In fact, one should select

3ot 1 T 1 5o1. In this case, the proposed reconstruction scheme with

sub-optimal threshold level yields better reconstruction accuracy than the

reconstruction scheme defined by (6.2).

Taking the above observations into account leads to the following proposed joint

detection/estimation scheme for reconstruction of bandlimited signals from noisy

data:

step 1: Estimate 
" 

ê D,n,=,' zl from data. comptte Gnn using the estimated p

Step 2: If G,q ) 1, set T:0. Otherwise, set ? to lie in the range [Bo1,bo1].

Step 3: Follow the 3-step procedure introduced in Subsection 6.2.1 to reconstruct

the original signal.

6.2.4 Simulation Results

Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 plot the EMISE of the proposed sampling and

reconstruction scheme using thresholding and multiple observations when L : 2,4,

and 8, respectively. Test signal r1(ú) defined by (3.i5) is used for simulation. For

comparison, the EMISE of the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme of (3.2) and

the EMISE of the oversampling/post-filtering reconstruction scheme of (2.35) a¡e also

plotted.

As being indicated in the plots, the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme

gives better leconstruction accuracy than the others for every value of SNR.

Comparing with the oversampling/postfiltering reconstruction scheme, the proposed

scheme gives significant improvement in reconstruction accuracy when SNR is low or

when OSF is large. Compared with the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme,
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Figure 6.8: EMISE(1)
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the proposed scheme yields significant improvement in reconstruction accuracy for

high values of SNR. The reconstruction error of the proposed technique decreases as

-L increases. The same simulation is repeated for test signal r3(ú) defined by (3.i2).

The simulation results are shown in Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.18.

The plots of reconstructed waveforms are shown in Appendix F.

6.3 Applications

The signal sampling and recovery techniques proposed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 have

various applications. For instance, one can apply the proposed techniques to design

ADCs with a parallel architectu¡e, see Figure 6.14. Here, instead of increasing the

sampling rate to compensate for the noise, one can use a bank of parallel ADCs

with the Nyquist sampling rate. The results obtained in the previous sections allow

one to claim that this design methodology has better noise reduction property than

the method using a single ADC with a very high sampling rate. Moreover, the

proposed method has an added advantage taking into account the fact that designing

ADCs with very high sampling rate is a challenging task [bb, 56]. with the proposed

parallel architecture for ADC, one can always add more ADCs into the existing bank

of parallel ADCs in order to get better reconstruction accuracy. In contrast, the

Figure 6.14: ADC with parallel architect
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Figure 6.15: Signal reconstruction via multiple access channel
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Figure 6.16: Signal reconstruction in multi-antenna communication systems

method using oversampling can not sample the analog signal arbitrary fast. It also

has a potential problem of increasing correlation between adjacent samples when the

sampling rate increases, which leads to unstable reconstruction.

The signal recovery techniques proposed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 also have applica-

tion in reconstruction of signal received via multiple-access channels, see Figure 6.1b.

This type of channel model can be provided by using multiple transmit antennas,

see Figure 6.16. It is worth to mention that designing communication systems with

multiple antennas is an active research area in recent years [57].

Two extensions of the model illustrated in Figure 6.14 are shown in Figure 6.lZ and

Figure 6.18. in these figures d¿ and a¿ denote unknown delays and gains, respectively.

Here, each sensor collects a delayed and distorted version of the sensor field of interest.

The objective is to reconstruct the sensor field from a collection of sampled values

of the signals acquired at each sensor. These models have potential application in
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Figure 6.18: Signal acquisition and reconstruction in multi-sensor information systems

- Model 2

multi-sensor information systems, where multiple sensors are deployed to enhance the

measurement of the surrounding environment or information sources [58].

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, new techniques for acquisition and reconstruction of signals in the

presence of noise were introduced. The proposed techniques do not use oversampling,

which is commonly utilized for signal reconstruction from noisy data.

First, instead of ove¡sampling, the new technique collects multiple sets of signal

samples acquired at the Nyquist sampling rate and uses the standard W-S

interpolation formula for recovering the signal. It was shown that this sampling and
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reconstruction scheme reduces the iVAR of the classical W-S interpolation scheme,

(1.a), by the same factor as the oversampling/post-filtering method of (2.35). The ob-

tained results show that for a wide range of SNR or for small OSF, the ¡econstruction

accuracy of the proposed scheme and that of the oversampling/post-fiItering method

are almost identical. However, for high SNR or for large OSF, the proposed scheme

gives better reconstruction accuracy than the oversampling/post-filtering method.

Next, it was shown that added improvement in the reconstruction accuracy can

be obtained by acquiring multiple sets of sampled values at the Nyquist sampling

rate and using the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme proposed in Chapter 3

to recover the signal. This technique gives better reconstruction accuracy than the

thresholding-based reconstruction scheme and the oversampling/post-fittering recon-

struction scheme for every value of SNR.

The main advantage of the proposed schemes over the oversampling/filtering

method is in term of implementation. Since the proposed techniques do not use

oversampling, its realizations do not require costly high-speed electronic circuits.

Using the proposed techniques also avoids the potential problem of high correlation

between successive samples encountered in the oversampling/filtering method.

Since the proposed techniques work especially well when SNR is low, a poten-

tial application is the design of signal acquisition and reconstruction systems which

operate in highly noisy environments. The proposed techniques also have applications

in ADC, multi-channel communication and multi-sensor information systems. Since

the proposed techniques do not use oversampling, its can be used for acquisition of

wideband signals.
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Chapter 7

A Thresholding-Based

Multi-Channel Sampling Scheme

7.L fntroduction

A new signal acquisition teclr.nique, which collects multiple sets of the thresholded

signal's samples acquired at the Nyquist sampling rate is proposed. The proposed

technique is an extension of the thresholding-based sampling scheme introduced in

Chapter 5 for the case when multiple channels are available.

The block diagram of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.L. It can be

x(t) xt-

--->l-
în

9ro J'ro

Figure 7.1: The thresholding-based multi-channel sampling scheme
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divided into three parts (data acquisition, observation model and reconstruction).

7.L.1 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition process consists of two steps:

Step 1: Uniformly sample the signal r(t) at the Nyquist sampling rate to obtain

a sequence of signal samples {16}. Note that the length of {z¡} is 2no * 1, where no

relates to n in (2.35) by (2nn r r)rn : Qn + r)r. Here, assume that the duration of

observation is flxed.

Step 2: Pass {z¡} through a threshold device with the threshold level T. Only

those samples of {z¡} for which lrrl > 7 are kept. The other samples are destroyed.

Therefore, in Figure 7.1, the sequence {z'*} relates to the sequence {z¡} by:

{r'o}:{r¡:lr¡l>T} (7.1)

where, ? is a threshold level. Its value is to be determined later.

Instead of using the single set {r'o} as in Chapter 5, in this chapter, -L copies of

the set {z[] are collected.

For signal reconstruction purpose, one needs to know the location at which a

particular sample is kept or destroyed. This information is made available at the

receiver by using the sequence of binary digits {b¡}, which is formed as follows.

(, ir l,nl>r
öo: {

Ir ir r,or<r
(7.2)

Note that the length of sequence {ó¡} is 2no* 1, whereas the length of sequence

{ri} is rl l2nq* 1. Since the length of sequence {ri} is always shorter than that of

sequence {r¡}, the thresholding unit acts as a compressor. At the receiver side, the
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expander (embedded within post-processing unit) inserts zeros into the noisy sequence

{yo} definedby (7.a), at the locations for which år : 0.

7.1.2 Observation Model

Assume {b¡} is available for signal reconstruction while {ri} is corrupted by noise,

i.e.,

^,1 - 
^l t ^Alk:i[k+€tk, k:I,...,\ (T.B)

l:I,2,...,L

where {e¿¡} is an additive noise process and 4 is the length of {r,*}.

7.1.3 Reconstruction

The signal reconstruction process consists of 3 steps as follows.

Step 1: The post-processing unit calculates the sample means

- _ 1+-,
U'r: T lair (7.4)

"Ã

step 2: rlom the two sequences {b¡} and {y!}, the sequence {ûft} is formed

according to the procedure described below.

. Set {tr} to the all-zero sequence. Its length is 2no I I.

o Denote kt,kz,...,kr, (k, < k, (,. .., < kr) to be the locations where bt" : I.

Set f¡, : A'¿, i : 1,2,...,rJ.

For example, if {b¡} : 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 and Ur} : y'u {, a,n A,rg, y,rthen

{le} : tu ot, {n o /t y', o o/, o.
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Mathematically:

Step 3:

y'u for k:lr¡l>TI
1o: 1

t
The original signal is

(7.5)

1(t) :

0 for k:lr¡,1<7.

reconstructed by:

)- a .'*(i-o)
lt l<rq Vs

7.L"4 Data Storage Reduction Ratio:

Let assume that a rn-bit uniform quantizer is used to obtain binary representation

of the sampled values. The oversampling/post-filtering method of (2.8b) requires

Bos : (2n + I)' r¿ bits for representation of the original signal. On other hand, the

proposed technique requires Br: Lrlm+ (2no + 1) bits. Denote DR: B7f B6s as

the data storage reduction ratio (DSRR). Then it can be shown that:

(7.6)

(7.7)D,:-Ln-*!.r
2nll' rq n'L

For comparison with the oversampling/post-filtering method of (2.3b), consider the

following assumption.

Assumption 7.1. Assume that tÌ¿e nurnber of copies of the set {r,o} in the pro-

posed tech,ni,que equøls to the oSF i,n the ouersampti,ng/post-fittering method,, ,i.e.,

tr : (2n + I) I Qnn * I) : rn¡r.

In this case:

Do: --11 -* 
1. 1

2nn*7' L rn

Several conclusions can be drawn from (7.8):

(7.8)
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D¿ decreases as rn increases. In other word, the finer the quantizer, the smaller

amount of data storage is required by the proposed technique in comparison

with the oversampling/post-filtering method.

D¿ decreases as q decreases, or equivalentry, T increases. However, z can not

be set arbitrary large since this will efiect the reconstruction accuracy.

For the fixed ?, D¡ depends on the shape of signar. If the total amount of

time that the signal's amplitude falls below threshold level r is large, then

D¡ is small. In this case, there is a benefit to use the proposed sampling and

reconstruction scheme.

D¿ decreases as.L increases, or equivalentry, rnfr increases. In other word,

if very accurate signal reconstruction is expected, then using the proposed

technique requires smaller arnount of bits for representation and reconstruction

of the original signal than using the oversampting/post-filtering method.

7.2 Error Analysis

The following theorem gives an exact formula for the MISE of the proposed sampling

and reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix E.

Theorem 7.r. consi,der the obseruat'ion rnodel of (7.s), where €¿¡, ar€ i,nd,epend,ent

random uariables with zero mean and uariance o2. The MISE of the estimate î(t) oÍ

(7.6) zs gi,uen bg:

M I S E(î) : rqo\rt+ tn Ð r'* + ro \ (7 e)

are two i,nder sets;

keld lÈl>tn

where, o? : o2/L; Io: {k, lrfrl > T} ønd, Id: {tr, lrftl <

T : llpl zs the aolume (tength) of Ir.

,
þk

rj

i0i



The following theorem gives exact formulas for computing the IBIAS and the IVAR

of the proposed sampling and reconstruction scheme. The proof of the theorem is

given in Appendix E.

Theorem 7.2. Consider the obseruation model of (7.s), where €¿¡ arê ind,ependent

randorn uariables w'ith zero mean and uariance o2. The IBIAS and, the IVAR of

est'imateî(t) of (f.6) øre g,iuen by:

IBIAS(î): rqÐrf;+ro Ð r'r,
kçId lkl>nc

IVAR(î): rqo?\,

uhere o?: o'/L; Ie: {k' lrrl > T} and, Id: {k: lukl < T} are two

\: llpl i.s the uolume (Iength) of Io.

Remark 7.1. trÌom (2.36) and (7.11), one can easily show that:

IV AR(î) n .:-
IVAR(ã) ZnnII-

(7.10)

(7.11)

i,nder sets;

(7.12)

Thus, the proposed scheme ¡educes the IVAR of the oversampling/post-filtering

method defined by (2.35) by a factor (2nn + I)/q.

Similar to Chapter 5, one can obse¡ve from (7.10) and (7.i1) that if ? increases,

then IVAR(â) decreases, but IBIAS(î) increases. On other hand, if T d.ecreases,

then IVAR(î) increases, but IBIAS(1) decreases. This trade-off between the IVAR

and IBIAS of the proposed scheme reveals the fact that there always exists an optimal

threshold levelToo¡ which minimizes MISE(î).

For a given noise variance, MISE(â) can be pre-computed during data acquisi-

tion process using (7.9) and the optimal threshold level Toet can be pre-determined

accordingly.
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Corollary 7.L. If T 1ot, then

(7.13)

Rernark 7.2. Corollary 7.1 does not imply that the optimal threshold level must satisfy

Toe¿ 1o1. However, it does suggest a sub-optimal criteria for setting the threshold

Ievel, i.e., T : at. Here, it is assumed that the noise variance is known. with the

threshold level set toT : d1 , orìe can observe that Ã d.ecreases if ø2 increases. This

indicates the advantage of using the proposed technique when SNR is low.

Remark 7'3. It can be observed that when T:0, the proposed estimate and the

estimate z(ú) defined in (6.2) are the same. Therefore, it follows that if the threshold

level is selected such that T 1o1,then MISE(î) < MISE(r). Another advantage

of the proposed estimate over the estimate r(ú) is the reduction in amou¡t of data

storage. Refer to (7.8) and at the same time observe that the estimate f(ú) and

the estimate based on oversampling/post-filtering require the same amount of data

storage.

7.3 Simulation Results

Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 plot the EMISE of the proposed sampling and reconstruc-

tion scheme when L:4 and tr: B, respectively. In this simulation, signal z1(ú)

defined by (3.15) is used as the test signal; T: ot: olt/T;2nn:100 and

rq : r.25' 10-4 seconds (the sampling frequency is just slightly larger than the

Nyquist rate). For comparison, the EMISE of the th¡esholding-based sampling scheme

proposed in chapter 5 and the EMISE of the oversampling/post-filtering reconstruc-

tion scheme of (2.35) are also plotted. As indicated by the plots, the proposed scheme

D _ MISE(1)lr<"'O:ffi ar, for all fr,t2
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gives better reconstruction accuracy than the others for every value of SNR. However,

significant improvement in the reconstruction accuracy is observed in the region of

low SNR.

The same simulation was repeated for test signal z2(ú) defined by (3.16). The

simulation ¡esults are given in Figure 7.4 and Figure Z.b.

The d'ata storage reduct'ion rat'io: For test signal z1(ú) defined by (3.i5); L:4;

T : ot : o/t/l; 2nn 11 : 101 and Esf o2 - -5 dB, and therefore, e : 55.

If a B-bit uniform quantizer is used then acco¡ding to (z.B) the DSRR is D¿ :

55170I + (114).(1/8) æ 117.7. Table 7.1 shows the compured D¿ for various values

of E6f o2 .

Table 7.1: The Data Storage Reduction Ratio

Eofo2 (aø) -10
r_U 0 5

Dn lsÍgnal ø1(ú)J r12.5 11r.7 r/1 5 r/1.2

Dn [signar r2(t)J rl12.4 r/12.4 r/12.4 rle.e

7.4 Conclusions

A new method for acquisition and reconstruction of signals in the presence of noise was

proposed. The proposed technique does not use over-sampling, which is commonly

utilized for signal reconstruction from noisy data. It was shown that the proposed

technique gives better reconstruction accuracy than the oversampling/post-filtering

method for every value of SNR.

For the signals where the small sampled values are more probable (e.g. speeches) or

for low SNR, the proposed technique requires smaller amount of bits for representation
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of the signals than the oversampling/filtering method. As a result, it provides a

reduction in data storage.

Another advantage of the proposed technique over the oversampling/filtering method

is in term of implementation. Since the proposed technique does not use oversam-

pling, its realization does not require costly high-speed electronic circuits. Using the

proposed technique also avoids the potential problem of high correlation between

successive samples encountered in the oversampling/fittering method.

Since the proposed technique works especially well when SNR is low, it has

the potential application in designing signal acquisition and reconst¡uction systems

operating in highly noisy environments. It also has applications in ADC, multi-

channel communication and multi-sensor information systems. Since the proposed

technique does not use oversampling, it can be used for acquisition of ultra wideband

signals' It also has application in acquisition and reconstruction of speech. This is

due to the fact that, for speech signals, small sampled values are more probable.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis, several methods for sampling and recovering signals from noisy

observations were proposed. The proposed methods do not use oversampling, which

is commonly utilized for recovering signal from noisy data. These techniques were de-

veloped based on the observation that small-value samples are denominated by noise,

hence, should be removed. This is especially true when noise level is high. This

explains why the proposed techniques give signiflcant improvement over the classi-

cal W-S interpolation scheme and the oversampling/post-filtering methods when the

signal-to-noise ratio is low.

By having the small sampled values deleted, some information is lost about the

signal to be reconstructed. As a result, the bias of the proposed techniques is

increased. Nevertheless, since these samples are small, they contribute less to the

quality of signal reconstruction and the amount of information loss is tolerable. The

results reported in the thesis showed that a small number of high-value samples would

be suffi.cient for recovering the signal with acceptable precision. The benefit gained

from reducing the variance, however, is great. This trade-off between the variance and

bias of the proposed methods reveals the fact that there exists the optimal threshold
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leveì that minimizes the overall reconstruction error.

Obviously, the number of small-value samples that may be deleted depend.s on

the noise level and the signal itself. Therefore, the optimal threshold level depends

on the signal-to-noise ratio and the shape of signal. This is why the reconstruction

accuracy of the proposed techniques is signal dependent. This property is actually a

desirable one since it allows the proposed signal recovery schemes to work adaptively

and selectively to the signal they suppose to reconstruct.

The dependency of the reconstruction âccuracy on the signal's shape makes the

task of identifying the optimal threshold level difficult. The good news is that when

the noise level is high, the reconst¡uction accuracy of the proposed techniques is not

so sensitive to the error in identifying the optimal threshold level. it means that one

may set the threshold level to lie within a certain range not just the optimal value.

Even though this thesis considered only the classical uniform sampling scheme

due to W-S sampling theorem, the observations that made above apply to other

sampling schemes as well. These observations should be taken into account when

noise is presented. Very often, a signal representation which is exact for the noise-

free case will not work in the noisy case, and over-modelling signals results in a lack

of robustness.

In Chapter 3, a thresholding-based reconstruction scheme was proposed that

gives bette¡ ¡econstruction accuracy than the classical W-S interpolation scheme

without utilizing oversampling. The results were extended in Chapter 4, where an

adaptive thresholding-based reconstruction scheme was proposed. It was shown

that this adaptive thresholding scheme yields better reconstruction accuracy than

the thresholding-based reconstruction scheme proposed in Chapter 3. The improve-

ment in the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed reconstruction schemes over the
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classical W-S interpolation scheme is significant in the region of low SNR. Therefore,

the proposed schemes have potential applications in designing signal acquisition and

reconstruction systems operating in highìy noisy environments.

As an extension of the above mentioned techniques, a thresholding-based sampling

scheme is proposed in Chapter 5. That is, a threshold unit is introduced in the data

acquisition process, rather than in the signal reconstruction process as in Chapter B

and Chapter 4. It was shown that this sampling scheme always gives better recon-

struction accuracy than the classical W-S sampling interpolation scheme regardless

of SNR, and the size of data set. Moreover, for the signals where the small sam-

pled values are more probable (e.g. speech) or for low SNR, the proposed sampling

scheme requires fewer bits to represent the signals compared with the classical W-S

sampling/reconstruction scheme. As a result, it provides a reduction in data storage.

The proposed sampling scheme has a promising application in speech acquisitio¡ and

reconstruction. This is due to the fact that for speech signals, the sampled values

near zero are more probable.

Chapter 6 proposed a signal sampling and recovering method that utilizes multi-

ple observations and threshold-based signal recovering algorithm for noise reduction.

Here, instead of oversampling, one collects multiple sets of sampled values acquired

at the Nyquist sampling rate and uses a thresholding-based algorithm for recon-

structing the signal. The proposed technique offers better reconstruction accuracy

than the oversampling/filtering method. Since the proposed technique does not use

oversampling, its realization does not require costly high-speed electronic circuits.

It also avoids the potential problem of high correlation between successive samples

encountered in the oversampling/filtering method. Several potential applications of

this method to ADC, multiple access cornmunication systems and multi-sensor infor-
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mation systems \¡/ere discussed.

Finally, in Chapter 7, a thresholding-based multi-channel sampling scheme was

proposed, which is an extension of the thresholding-based sampling scheme introduced

in Chapter 5 for multi-channel. It gave a better reconstruction accuracy than the

methods proposed in Chapter 6. For the signals where the small sampled values

are more probable (e.g. speech) or for low SNR, the proposed sampling scheme

requires fewer bits to represent the signals compared with the oversampling/filtering

method. As a result, it provides a reduction in data storage. Since the proposed

technique does not use oversampling, its realization does not require costly high-

speed electronic circuits. It also avoids the potential problem of high correlation

between successive samples encountered in the oversampling/filtering method. The

proposed technique have potential applications in multi-channel communication and

multi-sensor information systems.

The thesis can be extended in seve¡al directions. Firstly, the method for estimating

the optimal threshold level directly from the noisy data would be worth to investigate.

This will eliminate the need for transmission of side information (i.e. the optimal

threshold levels) to the receiver for signal reconstruction. A well-known technique in

statistical literature called bootstrapping might be used to solve this problem. It is

also worth to tabulate the optimal threshold lev'els for the subclasses of signals having

similar features. For example, one may want to tabulate the optimal threshold levels

for the signals of practical interest such as speech, audio, bird's sounds, electrical

signals in the human body, and so on. Note that when the noise level is high, the

reconstruction accuracy of the proposed techniques is not so sensitive to the error in

identifying the optimal threshold level. It means that we can estimate a certain range

of the th¡eshold level, not just the optimal value.
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Secondly, since the thresholded data set is a set of non-uniformly spaced signal

samples, one may apply nonJinear o¡ iterative signal recovering algorithms for im-

proving the reconstruction accuracy. Refer to [18] for a detailed description of these

algorithms. On other hand, the problem of recovering signals from thresholded data

is equivalent to the problem of recovering signals from missing data. Therefore, one

can apply the techniques developed for reconstructing signals from missing data for

improving the reconstruction accuracy. Reference [S] gives a detailed description of

these algorithms.

Next, it is noticed that, in chapter 4, a simple grouping strategy was used, i.e.,

the observed signal samples were grouped from left to right. It would be of interest to

develop more intelligent grouping strategies that selectively group sampled values with

the same characteristics together. The optimal threshold levels are then determined

for each $roup accordingly. This approach seems to provide promising results. One

can also utilize the concept of block thresholding introduced in the wavelet literature

to develop new adaptive thresholding-based reconstruction schemes [b9].

In Section 6.3 of Chapter 6, two system models were introduced in Figure 6.17 and

Figure 6.18, respectively. These models have potential applications in multi-sensor

information systems, where multiple sensors are deployed to enhance the measurement

of the surrounding environment or information sources. It is worth to develop signal

recovery algorithms for these models.

Thresholding can also be used in the "noise residual" domain. In this method, the

noisy data {yo} it passed through a smoothing filter to obtain the smoothed daia {f¿}.

The difference lak-îkl between the smoothed data and the noisy data is compared to

a threshold level 7 for making a decision about the noise level. If lan - îxl ) ?, it is

likely that the noise level is high. In this case, the smoothed data {ft} shoul¿ be used
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for signal reconstruction. On other hand, rf lao-îrl <7, it is likely that the noise

level is low. In this case, one should use {y¡} for signal reconstruction. It is worth

mentioning that this technique is a particular case of the more general technique that

combines thresholding and smoothing for recovering signals from noisy data. One

can propose different techniques under this framework.

Finally, it is useful to study the statistical aspects of sampling and reconstruction

of other signal classes such as power signals and signals in shift-invariant signal spaces.

Shift-invariant signal spaces may be more suitable for modelling the real-world signals

than the bandlimited signal model considered in this thesis, see Chapter 2. For

instance, one may want consider the model of Figure 2.1 with c(k) being replaced

with their noisy versions y(k) : c(k) * e¡, where {e¡} is an additive noise process.

Similar to the bandlimited signal space studied in the thesis, in the presence of noise,

the algorithms for recovering the signals in shift-invariant spaces must incorporate

certain smoothing schemes for noise reduction.
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Appendix A

Proofs of Theorems in Chapter B

4.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1

Consider,

1æ
M r s E(î) : u 

J _*@(t) 
_ r(t))2dt

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(î) can be expressed as follows:

MISE(î) : r, Ð E(îr -,*), t rn Ð,7
lkl<nq

Therefore,

E(în - rt")2 : ll-rrr -,u)' fuufur)d.a*

(A.1)
lkl>n^

: 
l--*f- - xx)2 rau(aòaso * l* {rr - ,o)'rou(u)ayo

¡T
+ | ,|r,rfut)dao

J_T

: E(v* - "o)' - /_rro- - rt)zlour,ùdax. 
I:rrlfou(ax)dan

^ ¡-r¡+T ^ f-r¡*?: "' - | e!,f ,uþ)dex * r2o I f,*(e¡)d,e¡J-r*-T - J-t¡-T

1

fo-(ax) : -!-e 
(Y¡-z¡)2/2o2

ot/2r

774

whete,



and,

,f,u (ur) : -l:e-'1/2"'
are the probability density functions (pdf) of random variables !¡" and,6k, respectively.

Replacing E(î* - r¡)2 found above into (4.1) gives:

MISE(î) : rnoz(2nn+ 1) + ,n Ð fu - r, D [-"r*' e2rf,o@)d,e¡"

lal>rs lkl<nn 
J -xx-T

n-zt*T
t¡ \- -2 I 

-'
, 'q /.- *k I Íru@¡r)deu

llrl<tc J -æ¡-T

rnoz(2n, + 1) + 
"o Ð r7 - rn | [e1"*, T) - B(r¡,,")] (A.2)

lkl>nc lfrlSrc

where,

A(r¡,7) : [-"u* e2of ,u(e¡")d,eo : -l= fu*' e2re-,1/2o'de* (A.3)
J -rx-T o\/2tr J t¡-r

and,

B(r¡,,7) : ,? [ 
'uu 

f,uþ)d,e¡ - + ['u*' "-e2r"/2o2 
¿rr (A 4)

J -rx-T o\/27t J t*-T

# l, (t,o*) -", (+,þ -,*Y)] ror r¡ 1 -r

and,

B(r¡,r) : * ¡*, (#) - * (#)l
where, l(a, z) and erf (r) are the incomplete gamma function and the error function,

respectively. They are defined as follows [b0]:

l(a,r) : lo' 
zo-te-"d,z, Re(a) > 0

erf(z) :+ [""-"'d,r.,/r Jo

Replacing A(r¡,7) and B(r¡,,?) founded above into (4.2), we obtain (3.3). The

proof is complete.

# l, G,þ#t) + t (i,t#")] ror t,*t < r

#1" (t,n*r¡ -', (3,þ#t)] ror r¡ ) r

It can be shown that:

I
A(r¡,7): I

t
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4.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2

It was found in (4.1) that:

But,

MISE(î) : rn Ð E(î* - tr)' t r, Ð "7lkl<ns lfrl>rc

E(îx - rn)' : [* @r - tn), forfuo)aar\r'r! ñr 
Ir' -oo

( -r, >, [' @o - rt")z Íuu(vu)¿s*)
\ tJtsnnr -' 

,/^,

: 
I---r- - '*)'Íou(at")dan 

* l* {ro - rn)2 f ou(vr)dan

* [' ,1rorux)dyu
J-T

: E(a* - ,*)' - llrrrr - ,r)'fou(ar)da* - 
l:r,'nÍoufuùd.ar

: u * (- Il,ror -,x)' Í,*(aùd,a^) . 
l:,,'orou(ar)dar

Therefore,

MISE(î) : roo2(2nr+ t)+ ,o \ rf;+

rT 
lkl>ns

+ro Ð I '\fo-fux)dan
þlsns 

J -T

since (g¡ - rn)2 fEu(gr¡) and r?Íor(aò are positive functions or at , the third term

in the RHS of (4.5) is a monotonically decreasing function of 7, whereas the forth

term is monotonically increasing function of 7. Hence, MISE(î) is a relatively

regular function of 7. Moreover, for afinite no, MISE(î) is finite. Therefore, there

always exists an optimal threshold IevelToo¿ which minimizes MISE(î). The proof

is complete.

It is worth noticing that if the noise has Gaussian distribution, the third term

in the RHS of (4.5) behaves like CrlT", whereas the forth term behaves like CzTþ,

where a,þ ) 0 and cr,c, > 0 are positive constants. In this case, it can be shown

ihat the optimal threshold IevelToet is the value of ?, for which these te¡ms are equal.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3

Parseval's formula yields the following decompositions of the errors:

IBIAS(î) : ro 

,E,ruîn 
- rn), * r, 

,p,"ro.

But,

¡-T fæEîu : 
J_*u*loufuu)dao+ J, anfuu(ar)dat

fTrfT: Eao - J_rurfo*fuu)d,ao: 
rk ;ã J_ru^"-rnu-rù2/2o2 

¿ro

: 
"u - -+ ['u*' 6r¿-uí/zo2 ¿6u - 'o= [-'u*' 

"-el/zo2 
¿ru

ot/2tr J-r¡-T ot/2tr J_,¡_r

n, - 
o lu-@x+rf¡zo2 - "-(r*-r)'/zo'l - 3 f".f l'^ *ll -.t ('u-rEiL l-tL"'\",n)-ç'Ir\

(A.6)

#)l
Replacing Ef¡, founded above into (4.6), one obtains (3.6) with dk computed as in

(3.8)

But, IVAR(î) : MISE(î) - IBIAS(1), where MISE(î) and IBIAS(â) are

given in (3.3) and (3.6), respectively. Thus, (3.7) is immediately followed. The proof

is complete.

4.4 Proof of Theorern 3.4

Observing that the function ,f(e¡) : e2*e-'l/z"z is always positive, symmetric around

zero. It has the minimums aI e¡ :0 and er : *oo, respectively. Consequently, for

the fixed T, A(r¡,7) defined in (A..S)has the minimums at zÈ:0 and z¡ : foe,

respectively. Since the function r(t) of interest is bounded) one can ignore the case

rk: tæ and establish the following inequality:

trT
A(r¡,7)

ov ¿1T J _T
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Or equivalently,

(A.7)

,A'.5 Proof of Theorern 3.5

If. T : 4o, then f (G.,7) = 7 - Gn. Replacing this into (3.13) gives:

A, > r,o2(2no -t r)1, - +t4] :,,o, {z,o + 1) -,n,p,,,r

As nn ---e oo, the first term in the right-hand side of the preceding inequality ap-

proaches oo, whereas the second term approaches Es. This implies that A --+ oo as

flq+æ'

on other hand, since f(G.,7) r 1 - G. ilselecting T : 4o, (8.14) reduces to:

R<Gn:

A(r¡",r) r'#, (ï,#)
Similarly, observing that the function f (en): 

"-e2r/2o2 
is always positive, symmetric

around zero. It has the maximum at at Er:0 and it decreases as lerl decreases.

consequently, for the fixed r, B(r¡,?) defined in (A.a) has the maximum at r¡,: e.

The following inequality can be established.

-? ¡T
B(r¡,7) 

= -+ J_re-'?/2"'d.ex, 
Vrx

Or equivalently,

B(r¡,r) < rf;err (#) (A 8)

Flom (4.2), (4.7) and (4.8), one can easily obtain (3.10). The proof is completed.

As nn ----¡ oo, the numerator of the right-hand side of the

proaches Es, whereas the denominator approaches infinity.

as nq -, oo. The proof is complete.

preceding inequality ap-

This implies that ^R 
--+ 0
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Appendix B

Proofs of Theorems in Chapter 4

8.1 Proof of Theorern 4.L

Consider,

1"6
M r s E(î) :, 

J _*@(t) 
_ r(t))zdt

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(1) can be expressed as follows:

MISE(î): rn D E(îo - "n)'* rn Ð "'olklSns lkl>.s

Since the original data set is partitioned into disjoint data sets, one can write:

L

MISE(î) :'oIÐu(O* - r*), + r, \ r2r
i:l k€I¿ lkl>nq

L: lutsnn(t) + r, Ð "7
(8.1)

;-1
ll"l>nq

where,

MrsE{î)+nÐE(în-rt),
keli
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Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Appendix A, one can write:

(8.2)

where,

A("n,To) :

and,

B(r¡,T¿) :

FYom (8.1) and (8.2):

MISE(î): rso2(2nq+ 1) + ,n Ð
lkl>nq

But,

A(r¡",Tr):

and,

B(r¡",T¿)

Substitutin g A(rn,fr ) and

complete.

T ,':-:

f -tr-lT¡
,7 I

J -tt-T;

L

"?-nÐ

#1"

,1,
#1"

MISE\(î) : rno2.2!z!J _ rnD [-rÉ+r' elf,u@¡,)d,e¡
keJ' J -t*-T¡

r-rr1-T¡
+nÐ"7 I 

' 
.f,uþ)d.e¡

Ë€l J -r*-T¡
, 2n"*7: rroz . --!!3-:--: 

- "nÐl4(rn,T,) - B(r¡,,T¿)l
IJ 

k€I;

ef;f,uþ)ct er : ;E I,':: ef;e--'./zo' d,e*

-2 rr*+T;
f ,u(e¡)d.e¡ : -!+ I e-'\t,o'd.ru

ot/2r Jrx_T,

ll,+1"u,r) - B("x,r")) (B.s)
¡üeli

(i,^#7 -, (t,q#t)] ror r¡ 1 -r¿

(t,^#¡ + t (Ê,þ#)) ror t,ot < ro

(t,n#¡ -, (t,t#)) ror r¡ ) r¿

:*l*'(#)--'(#)l
B(rr,T,) found above into (8.3) gives (4.3). The proof is
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8.2 Proof of Theorern 4"2

It was found in (B.t) that:

L

MISE(î): t MrSEt(î) +rn I rf;
i:r lkl>nq

where M I S E¿(1) : rqÐ*et, E(îx - rx)'

From the proof of Theorem 3.2 given in Appendix A, one has:

E(îr - ,o)' : o' * (- [' @o - ,*), rou(yÈ)dsË) * [" ,!four,*)ayu
\ J-r / J-,r

Therefore:

M r s Ei(î) : rnoz2Jsl!* (-,, Ð,1_rr- 
- ,*), forrrùor-)

+tÐ I ,'olou(u)asr (8.4)
k<1, J -T

Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 given in Appendix A, it is observed from (8.4)

that there always exists optimal threshold Ievels Topt,r which minimize MISEÁî).

The proof is complete.

8.3 Proof of Theorem 4.3

Parseval's formula yields the following decompositions of the errors:

r BrAS(î) : ,o D @în - ,o), * rn D "7lkl<nn lkl>nc

Since the original data set is partitioned into disjoint data sets, one can write:

L

IBIAS(1) : rnÐl{nOu- ro), + r, I rf;
i:r kÉ.r¿ lkl>nq

L: lrateso(î) +rn D fr (B.b)
i:t lkl>nn
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where,

I B I ASi@) ! rnÐ(tîr - r*)'
IceI¡

From the proof of Theorem 3.3 in Appendix A:

IBIAST(î) : 1Ðd|
È€1¿

where,

d.¡ ll"-t"-+r)2/2o2 - "-@x-r)2/zo2ll2tr t J

+3 ["rr ('u+ro\ - (rx-Ttt
2 L \,Ë)-*'lH)) (87)

Substituting (8.6) into (8.5) gives (4.6) with d¡ computed as in (4.8).

BtÍ, IVAR(î) : MISE(î) - rBIAS(1), where MISE(î) and, IBIAS(1) are

given in (4.3) and (4.6), respectively. Thus, (a.7) is immediately followed. The proof

is complete.

8.4 Proof of Theorern 4.4

In the proof of Theorem 3.4 in Appendix A, the following inequalities were established:

A(r¡,r¿) r#, (i,#) (8 8)

and

B("0,T¿) < r2rerf (#r)

(8.6)

(B.e)

Ilom (8.8),(B.9) and (8.2):

Mrs,t(î) trqo2 '*# -,n.'"f ' '#, (|,#) iro.err (H Ð,2

Substituting the above upper bound for MISE¿(1) into (8.1) gives (4.9). The proof

is complete.
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Appendix C

Proofs of Theorerns in Chapter 5

C.l Proof of Theorem 5.1

Consider,

roo
M r s E(1) : u 

J _*@(t) 
_ r(t))2dt

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(î) can be expressed as follows.

MISE(1) :,n Ð E(î* - rt)2 + rn D,'n,
lklSns lkl>nq

Since,

One has,

MISE(î) : 4D Ee2n+ rn[rf;+ ro Ð r?
kelp keI¿ l&l>nc

: roo2r7 * ,rÐ rf; + ro Ð "?,kel¿ jÈl>rs

This completes the proof.

l'u*'o for ltelo
!lr: (

I t for keI¿,
(c.1)
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C.2 Proof of Theorern 5.2

Due to Paseval's formula, the IBIAS of the proposed sampling and reconstruction

scheme can be written as follows, see [3].

I BIAS(1) : rn Ð (Eîr - ro)' * rn D,7,
lkllnq lkl>n,,

Flom (C.1):

IBIAS(î) : "n\¡nçr*ar*) - ,ol'*rnÐr2r+ro U, ,?
,t€Ip kel¿ lkl>ns

,nÐrzu+ ro Ð "7,keld lÈl>ns

Hence, (5.7) has been proven.

Since Mf^98(î) : IBIAS(1) + MR(î), one can easily obtain (b.B) from (5.6)

and (5.7). The proof is complete.

C.3 Proof of Corollary 5.1

Due to Paseval's formula, the MISE of the classical W-S interpolation scheme of (1.a)

can be expressed as follows.

MISE@) : 
"n D E@r-,r)' trn Ð,'u,

lklSnc lkl>ns

Equivalently,

M I S E(l) : 1Ð Eef; + ,nÐ Ee2r + ,o Ð "?k€Ip k€I¿ lÀl>rq

: rro2q I qÐ Ee2n + ,n Ð "7, ç 2)
kel¿ lkl>n'

If. T < o, then for any k € I¿, Ihen r! < T2 < Ee2* : o2. This together with (5.6)

and (c.2) implies that MISE(î) < MISE(l),regardless of o2 and. nn. And (b.9) is

immediately followed.
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Appendix D

Proofs of Theorerns in Chapter 6

D.l Proof of Theorem 6.1

It is well known that if random variables zt, zz,. - ' , zL are marginally Gaussian and

independent, then they are jointly Gaussian. And, if they are jointly Gaussian, then

their sum z: zL* z2t "'* zr is also Gaussian [54]. It is also well known that if

random variables zltzzt"' ,z¡ àte independent with the same mean ¡t and variance

ø2, then, : ID,":, "tis a random variable with the rnean p and variance o2 I L þA).

Therefore, the probability density function of g* can be written as follows:

rsr@n): ;fu'@k-rk)2/2o? (D.1)

where, o? : o2 lL. It means that gu is a Gaussian random variable with mean z¡ and

variance of.

Consider,

roo
M r s E(7) : u 

J _*@(t) 
_ r(t))2dt

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(f) can be expressed as follows:

MISE(î):rnÐ E@t -rx)2+nÐ "?lkl<nq lkl>nc
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Since, E(Ar- r*)' : var[g*] - o?: o2lL, one has

MISE(î) : rnol(2nr+ 1) + 
"o Ð "'r

lkl>nq

The proof is complete.

D.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(1) can be expressed as follows:

MISE(î) : ro Ð E(îr - rr)' t n D r7 (D.2)
lkl<nq

One can write:

E(în - rt)' : Ilrnr -,n)' fsut., x)d.an

lkl>ns

: 
l_--rrr - u,)2 føo@)dùo + l* @* - *ù' Ívutuu)d,g*

* [' ,2xft,(v)dax
J-T

: E(a-r - ,^)' - ['_øo - ,ò'rtu(gòd=ao * [' ,?h-r.,o)@*
J-'r J_T

-z r f',-: "i - ;h J_r(Ur - r¡)2¿-(!r-rk)2/2o? ùyk

^2 rT
. # J _r"-'n 

u-"ù' /zo? d'a n

Lete:An-rt:

E(îx - rr")2 : 
"7 - # l,':: €2e-e2/2o?d.. # I,'rr*: "-e2/zo!¿,

_2 r ¡'x+r n e2 /2o? d€ + 
r2t 

['u*' 
"_e2 

/zol ¿,: 
"í - orr/2n J,u-, ''" ott/2r J,¡-r

Replacing E(îu - r¡)2 found above into (D.2) gives:

MISE(î) : rnol(2no+ 1) +'n Ð r7 - rn lln{"*,T) - B(r¡,7)l (D.B)
lhl>ns lelsrs
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where,

and,

It can be shown that:

1 ¡r¡*T
A(r¡,7)

o¡/Ztr J x¡_T

-2 ¡r¡lT
B(r¡,7) ¡ 

"-e2 
/2"7 de

o1! 2tr J r¡_T

(D.4)

(D.5)

#1" G,W) -, (t,W)] ror r¡x 1 -r
A(r¡,7) : #lr(3,W) +t(Z,W)l ror t,rt<r

#l"G,W) -"(i,+#)l ror r¡")r
and,

B(,*,D : + l-' (+#) - .,' (+ål
where, l(a, z) and erf (z) are the incomplete gamma function and the error function,

respectively. They are defined as follows [50]:

l(a,r): 
lo" 

zo-re-"d,2, Re(a) > o

erf(r) :+ ['"-"'d,r.
t/tT Jo

Replacing A(r¡,7) and B(r¡,,7) found above into (D.3) gives (6.12). The proof is

complete.

D.3 Proof of Theorem 6.3

It was found in (D.2) that:

MISE(î) : 
"n Ð E(îr - "o), 

i n Ð "7lkl<ns lkl>nq
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But,

1a
IE(ît - rt)' : 

J _*@r -,ò' rou(a,")dE*

: 
l__rnr - "u)'Íou(!)dùr * f- @r - ,r)'f¡ur,n)dgo

¡T
* 

J_rrr,,fø*(ax)dgo

: E(yx - ,o), - llrrn- - ,r), fEul.,àØ* + 
flr,,rfor{ur)@^

: 
"r * (- ll,rn- - ,n)'røuø.)dù-) * 

I:,,,ohu(ao)@*

Therefore,

"? 
* (-,, Ð l_,rox - ,*), r.orn;on-)

rT 
lkf >ns \ lkl<nn 

r -T 
,/

*nÐ I "|rn-@x)üx (D.6)
|.kl<nnJ -T

Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 given in Appendix A, it is observed from (D.6)

that there always exists an optimal threshold level Tor¿ which minimizes MISE(fi).

The proof is complete.

D.4 Proof of Theorern 6.4

Parseval's formula yields the following decompositions of the errors:

r Br AS(î): 
"n Ð @îx - "*), * n Ð ,7 (D.z)

lkllns lkl>nc

But,

¡-T fæEî* : I gxhu(g)dgu+ I !xÍsu(!*)d|uJ-* - Jr
,-1- 

¡T 7 ['-: nut - J_ruolø_(Tt)d!*: 
rk ;ã J_ruo"-{ou-u)2/zol 

¿gu
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Lete:Ux-rt:

Eîu : ,u - -] - 
['u*' ,"-e2 ¡zol ¿, - 'L [-"u*' u-e2 /zol ¿,o¡/'2r J -,t _T o¡/2r J _,,._T

le-@*+Ð2 
/zot _ 

"-(zx-rt" 
/,"?l _ i l*, e#) _ * (+#)]

A(r¡,T) a -+ f'rr'"-*tzo\d.e, vrx

Replacing Ef¡ found above into (D.7) gives (6.15) with d¡ computed as in (6.17).

Bú, IVAR(â) : MISE(î) - IBIAS(î), where MISE(î) and IBIAS(1) are

given in (6.12) and (6.15), respectively. Thus, (6.16) is immediately followed. The

proof is complete.

D.5 Proof of Theorem 6.5

Observing that the function Í(r): E2e-€2/2o? is always positive, symmetric around

zero. It has the minimums at € : 0 and 6 : too, respectively. Consequently, for

the fixed r, A(r¡,,7) defined in (D.a) has the minimums at r¡, - 0 and Í¡ : too,

respectively. Since the function r(t) of interest is bounded) one can ignore the case

Ír : *oo and establish the following inequality:

A1:
t/ur

Or equivalently,

(D.B)

Similarly, observing that the function /(r) : "-e2¡zol 
is always positive, symmetric

around zero. It has the maximum at à1, € : 0 and it decreases as lel decreases.

Consequently, for ihe fixed r, B(r¡",7) defrried in (D.b) has the maximum at z¡ : Q.

The following inequality can be established.

A(r¡,,r) r#" (ur,#,)

B(rn,r) s + fr "-,'/zo? 
riLe, vrt

o¡/Ztr J _r
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Or equivalently,

B("0,7) < rz*erff-a) (D e)' \ort/z )
Flom (D.3), (D.B) and (D.9), one can easily obtain (6.18). The proof is complete.
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Appendix E

Proofs of Theorems in Chapter T

E.1 Proof of Theorern T.L

Consider,

r@
M r s E(1) : u 

J _*@(t) 
_ r(t))2dt

Due to Paseval's formula, MISE(1) can be expressed as follows.

MrSE(î) :,, Ð E(îu - rr), * rn \,ro,
lÈlSrs lkl>nc

But,

(8.1)

Hence,

M I SE(î) : 
"o I E(a' n - rr)' * rnÐ 12¡ + ro Ð "?kelp kel¿ þl>nc

Since 3rj* in (7.3) are independent random variables with mean r'r and. variance a2,

the random variables 3ri defined in (7.a) are random variables with mean r,r and.

(_
^ I a't for keI,
!J*: {

I

[ 0 for keI¿,
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variance o? : o'lL. Thus, the preceding equality can be re-written as follows:

MISE(î) : ,nÐvar(/) +k[r2u+ro Ð "?kele kel¿ lkl>ns

: roolr¡ 1-roÐr2*+ro Ð "7,k€Id lkl>ns

This completes the proof.

8.2 Proof of Theorern 7.2

Consider,

rBrAS(î) 4 [- @1(t) - r(t¡¡2at\/ IJ -oo

rv AR(î) a E [ (1(t) - EîQ))2ü.
J_*

Parseval's formula yields the following decompositions of the errors [3]:

IBIAS(î) :'o Ð @îr - ro), * rn Ð "?lkl<nq lkl>nc

IVAR(î): rn D var(Ç¡,).

lkl<nq

Taking (E.1) into account gives:

IBIAS(î) : "rÐ@{o - r,*)r+rn Ð rf; + rn Ð "7kc.Ip keld ftl>nc

: ,rÐrf;+ro Ð "7kel¿ þl>nq

IVAR(î): rq f var(y'¡): rqo?n.
kelp

The proof is complete.

E.3 Proof of Corollary 7.1

If. T < o1, then for any k e I¿, one has ,7 < T, 1 ol. Consequently, Ðxrrorf; S

olltol: ol[(2nn + 1) - 4]. Here, l1¿l denoies the volume (size) of the index set -I¿.
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This together with (7.9) implies:

MISE(î)lrr", l rnol(2nn:_r) +rn D "3: MISE(î)lr:0.
lÈl>ts

The proof is complete.
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Appendix F

Plots of Reconstructed'W'aveforms

Figure F.1 and Figure F.2 plot test signal z1(ú) defined by (3.15) and the reconstructed

signals when Esfo2: -15 dB and 0 dB, respectively. Figure F.3 and Figure F.4

plot test signal r2(ú) defined by (3.16) and the reconstructed signals when E¡f o2:

-15 dB and 0 dB, respectively. Figure F.5 and Figure F.6 plot test signal r3(ú)

defined by (3.17) and the reconstructed signals when Esfo2 : -r5 dB and 0 dB,

respectively. These figures compare the reconstruction accuracy of the thresholding-

based reconstruction scheme introduced in Chapter 3 with the other reconstruction

schemes.

Figure F.7 and Figure F.B plot test signal 11(ú) defined by (3.15) and the recon-

structed signals when Esf o2 : -15 dB and 0 dB, respectively. These figures compare

the reconstruction accuracy of the adaptive thresholding-based reconstruction scheme

introduced in Chapter 4 with the other reconstruction schemes.

Figure F.9 and Figure F.10 plot test signal z1(ú) defined by (8.15) and the recon-

structed signals when Esf o2 : -25 dB and 0 dB, respectively. These figures compare

the reconstruction accuracy of the thresholding-based sampling scheme introduced in

Chapter 5 with the other sampling and reconstruction schemes. Figure F.11, Figure
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F.12 and Figure F.13 plot the voice "speech sig" and the reconstructed speech when

Eo/o": 0 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB, respectively.

Figure F.14 and Figure F.15 plot test signal z1(ú) defined by (3.15) and the recon-

structed signals when E6f o2: -25 dB and 0 dB, respectively. These figures com-

pare the reconstruction accuracy of the reconstruction schemes proposed in Chapter

6 with the classical W-S interpolation scheme and the oversampling/post-filtering

reconstruction scheme.

Figure F.16 and Figure F.17 plot test signal z1(t) defined by (3.1b) and the recon-

structed signals when Esf o2 : -25 dB and 0 dB, respectively. These figures compare

the reconstruction accuracy of the reconstruction scheme proposed in Chapter 7 with

the classical W-S interpolation scheme and the reconstruction schemes proposed in

Chapter 6.
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Figure F.1; Reconstructed signals in chapter B (Test signal r1(t), Esf o2: -15 dB)
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Figure F.13: Reconstructed signals in Chapter s and Chapter 5 (Speech signal,

Eolo':10 dB)
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Figure F.14: Reconstructed signals in Chapter 6 (Test signal rít), Esf o2 : -25 dB)
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Reconstructed signal: WS ¡nterpolation
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Figure F.15: Reconstructed signals in Chapter 6 (Test signal rr(t), Eof o2:0 dB)

Reconstructed signal: Mult¡ple obseryatjons (L=4)
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Reænslructed signal: Thrsd-bæed mult¡{hannel sampling (L=4)

Figure F.16: Reconstructed signals in Chapter 7 (Test signal r{t), Esf o2 : -2b dB)
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Figure F.17: Reconstructed signals in Chapter 7 (Test signal r{t), E6/o2:0 dB)

Reconslructed signal: Mull¡ple obseryations (l-=4)

;:,11 ::

Reconslructed signal: Thrsd-bæed mulli-channel sampling (L=4)
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